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Chapter 1 - International Investment Tax Planning
High net worth investment tax planning strategy may incorporate a Nassau Trust, a
Puerto Rico Private Placement Life Insurance policy, a Nassau IBC, a California Trust,
Two (2) California Limited Liability Companies, A California S-Corporation, as depicted in
the following chart:
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The recommended tax planning strategy is excerpted from my article’ “U.S. Tax Planning
for Passive Investments,” (Published Winter, 2013 Edition, ABA/Practical Tax Lawyer)
U.S. taxpayers can achieve greater net-after tax returns and superior asset protection
for their domestic or international investment portfolios by using a tax planning strategy
utilizing private placement life insurance. The benefit is perhaps greatest when
combined with investments like hedge funds that are taxed at ordinary income rates
and also where taxable unrealized income tax and gains are flowed out annually to fund
shareholders.
A summary of the benefits are as follows:
1) Taxable ordinary income and short-term capital gains (taxed at 39.6% federal tax
rate) now wholly tax exempted.
2) For Foreign Trusts, investment portfolio income now compounds tax-free annually
with no accumulation tax.
3) Pre-empts IRS tax audits on investment portfolio income since there is neither any
income tax nor any reporting due on the investment portfolio income.
4) Absent a fraudulent conveyance, investment portfolio assets are immediately exempt
from creditor seizure once held by the policy.
5) U.S. tax compliance is minimized for filings: that is, no TDF 90-22.1 (“FBAR” filing).
For U.S. taxpayers, the strategy requires that the investments are owned and held by a
Puerto Rico issued Life Insurance policy- Puerto Rico is a US Commonwealth Territory
and considered “US” for many practical purposes, but with design and investment
flexibility typically found “offshore”. In turn, the policy could be owned by a U.S. Grantor
Trust, domiciled say, in the Bahamas. The Bahamas is particularly well suited in that
under local law, insurance is expressly exempt from the claims of creditors, provided
that premium(s) used to fund the policy are not subject to any prior claim at the time of
transfer.
The tax planning strategy is particularly appropriate to international investors (who are
treated as U.S. resident taxpayers) who invest in U.S. hedge funds, but also a very wide
variety of portfolio investments.
Reporting Benefits
U.S. Taxable Residents with offshore structures ordinarily must file the following annual
U.S. tax compliance:
a) Annual Form 1040: report worldwide income (including hedge fund income)
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b) Foreign Financial accounts over $10,000 file form TDF 90-22.1, Report of Foreign Bank
and Financial Accounts, “FBAR Filing,” due June 30th following tax year (separate tax
filing)
c) Foreign Financial Assets valued in excess of $50,000 file form 8938, “Specified Foreign
Financial Assets” attached to form 1040 (Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act: “FACTA
Filing”
Note; Filing form 8938 (with form 1040) does not relieve U.S. taxable residents of the
requirement to file “FBAR,” Form TDF 90-22.1 if FBAR filing is otherwise due.
In contrast to these reporting obligations, the aforementioned strategy is not only
compliantly tax exempted, but also relieves the taxpayer of all the reporting obligations
listed above and thus diminishing the likelihood of IRS audit.
In Greater Detail: U.S. Tax Compliance/Tax & Asset Protection Benefits
1) Income Tax (Form 1040)
Under IRC§72(e)(5), income from assets held under a qualifying life insurance policy (i.e.
Puerto Rico Life Insurance policy), is not subject to income tax, nor is there tax
reporting. Effectively, the investments otherwise taxable income and gains are not
subject to U.S. income tax or tax reporting.
2) Report of Foreign Bank and Financial Account (“FBAR”: TDF 90-22.1)
The “FBAR filing” is a financial disclosure for U.S. taxpayer foreign financial accounts (i.e.
a report of taxpayer’s foreign financial accounts if the account value is over $10,000). As
a U.S. territory, an account in Puerto Rico is not considered a foreign account so no
“FBAR filing” is due for the Puerto Rico life insurance policy.
3) Statement of Specified Foreign Financial Assets (IRS Form 8938)
The Puerto Rico life insurance policy may be classified as a foreign financial asset (i.e. a
foreign financial account maintained by a foreign financial institution, subject to
reporting under IRS Form 8938. Since the U.S. taxpayer (IRC§679(a)(1) Foreign Grantor
Trust (i.e. Bahamas Discretionary Trust) owns the policy, the U.S. taxpayer may file an
abbreviated Form 8938 (only completing Parts 1 and IV) confirming that the specified
foreign financial asset (i.e. Puerto Rico Life Insurance policy with more than $50,000
cash value) was reported on the Foreign Grantor Trust (Nassau Trust) tax filings (Forms
3520, 3520-A)
4) Policy lifetime withdrawals may be tax-free and not subject to tax reporting (as either
a return of premium/basis or a loan). The Modified Endowment Contract (“MEC”) rules
may or may not apply depending on policy design.
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5) IRS Private Letter Ruling 200244001 (May 2, 2002): IRS audit risks are minimized since
assets held under a qualifying life insurance policy are neither subject to investor
income tax, nor is there any required income tax reporting (under IRC § 72(e)(5)),
reference: Rev. Rul. 81-225 (situation #5), Rev. Rul. 82-54, 1982-1 C.B.11.
In addition to the substantive tax and reporting benefits, for audit purposes there would
be no presumed IRS tax avoidance, due to the fact that life insurance has been granted
an “angel exception” (i.e., is an IRS approved transaction) (IRS Revenue Procedure 200465, 2004-66, 2004-67, 2004-68).
6) As a U.S. territory, Puerto Rico life insurance policies do not require filing of “FBAR”
Form TDF 90-22.1 (Report of Foreign Bank and Financial Account). Since taxpayer’s
foreign Grantor Trust (i.e. Nassau Trust) owns the Puerto Rico Life Insurance policy an
abbreviated Form 8938 may be filed (only Parts I and IV).
In contrast, foreign life insurance issued to U.S. persons is subject to “FBAR filings”
annually (if valued at more than $10,000) with the report filed directly with the IRS
(Treasury Department), and disclosure as a specified foreign financial asset (over
$50,000) with the annual filing of Form 8938, a separate tax compliance form filed with
annual income tax returns (Form 1040).
7) Additional income tax benefits:
a) Assets inside a life insurance policy grow and compound income tax free.
b) Death benefit paid income tax free. (IRC§101)
8) Short-term capital gains exempt from income tax (in 2013, max 50.92% “blended”
Federal/California income tax, i.e. Federal 43.4% tax rate, California: 13.3% tax rate.)
9) Bond interest exempt from income tax (taxed up to 50.92% “blended” tax rates,
Federal/California)
10) Under Puerto Rico law, the cash value benefits of a life insurance policy are
expressly exempt from seizure by creditors (absent fraudulent conveyance funding of
the policy). Act No. 399 of Sept. 22, 2004, as amended by Act No. 98 of June 20, 2011.
Under Act No. 98 (6/20/11), which amended Act no. 399 (9/22/04), the policy owner
and policy beneficiary are statutorily protected from seizure.
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Chapter 2 – Asset Protection for High Net Worth Investors
One of the most effective ways to preserve assets is by effecting international
structuring that is at once legitimate and compliant (from a reporting and tax
perspective) but distances asset ownership from the client and would-be creditors. Yet
in a non-adversarial way with solid economic rationale. A key element in this structure is
international variable life insurance that is offered in a variety of credible financial
jurisdictions like Bermuda, Bahamas, The Cayman Islands, The Isle of Man and others.
Such policies are akin to their domestic counterparts by adhering to the same US tax
code (7702 et al) but offer distinct advantages. First the similarities:
• Policies may be funded with single or multiple premiums
• Policy assets are invested in client chosen investments- mainly a set menu of mutual
funds
• Growth of such assets are income tax exempted during lifetime
• Policy death benefits are income tax exempt at death
• The policy’s cash surrender value (CSV) may be accessed during lifetime also income
tax exempted
Now the dissimilarities and thus advantages that apply to some, if not all, international
carriers:
• Policies may be bought with premium in-kind i.e. assets
• Clients may choose their own investment manager to manage policy investments
• The manager may choose virtually any investment class including stocks, bonds,
mutual funds, hedge funds, private equity etc.
• Generally, fees are fractional compared to domestic offerings
In terms of asset protection, some jurisdictions (like some US States) exempt insurance
polices from the claims of creditors; most notably Bahamas and the Cayman Islands. In
fact Cayman has recently updated their insurance legislation such that it fully protects
the premium(s), the growth on the premium and the death benefit from the claim of
creditors putting the greatest clarity in this section of the applicable law of any
jurisdiction. In addition the Cayman Segregated Account Statute (7 (8) c) legally
segregates the assets of one policy from another, while also keeping them legally
distinct from the insurance company’s general assets and liabilities; yet further
protection.
Interestingly, Puerto Rico, as a quasi-US/offshore jurisdiction has recently enacted law
(2011) that immediately exempts assets placed into a policy issued by an international
P.R. carrier, provided that those assets or monies were not subject to any prior or
current claim. This offers very substantial, statutorily provided protection that must be
respected by every other U.S. State Court and judge. Also as a U.S jurisdiction for
reporting/information purposes, a U.S. taxpayer would also be free from any additional
FBAR reporting obligations in owning a PR issued contract.
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Regardless of the jurisdiction of issuance, such policies are very often held by trusts for
estate planning and dispositive reasons. The domicile of the trust can also be an
additional layer of protection for the reason that most jurisdictions have a “fraudulent
disposition” period to help establish objectively if the assets settled in trust were done
so purposely to defraud creditors of the settlor. The Bahamas by example has a 2-year
conveyancing Statute. What this means, in the case of the Bahamas, is that if the assets
have been in the trust for +2 years, it’s presumed that they were not placed there
purposely to defraud a creditor.
Can a creditor still come forward and lay claim after 2 years? Yes- but the burden of
proof is heavily on that creditor.
What happens if the trust is challenged before the 2-year period? The burden of proof,
though somewhat lower, is still on the creditor to establish that those assets (in
particular) were placed in trust and are rightly his or hers.
In either case under certain tracing claim actions the trust may be permeated. It can
happen. In this situation, the courts could award the trust assets to the creditor. That is,
specifically it would order non-exempted assets to the creditor. In the Bahamas, as we
have noted earlier, insurance is such an exempted asset and therefore the courts would
be unable to assign it to the creditor.
The other relevant point is that in court, the debtor now has a cogent, commercial
argument for having established the structure in the first place; to make and hold
international investments in the most tax efficient manor that is at once both
transparent and compliant. This, as opposed to other structures where the intent is
clearly to avoid or even evades liabilities- contingent or otherwise.
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Chapter 3 - Asset Protection: The Ultimate Strategy
Investors concerned about third party creditor attachment may seek “ultimate asset
protection” for their assets through a Puerto Rico life insurance policy owned by a U.S.
Grantor Trust domiciled in the Bahamas.
This ultimate asset protection strategy has three “key ingredients”:
1) Under Puerto Rico law, the cash value benefits of a life insurance policy are expressly
exempt from seizure by creditors (absent fraudulent conveyance funding of the policy).
See: Puerto Rico Act No. 399 of 9/22/04, as amended by Act No. 98 (6/20/11). Under
Act. No. 98 (6/20/11), the policy owner and policy beneficiary are statutorily protected
from seizure.
2) In the Bahamas under Bahamian law, insurance is exempt from creditor claims,
provided that premiums used to fund the policy are not subject to any prior claim at the
time of transfer (See: Bahamas Insurance Act, Chapter 347, Section 17, effective
6/1/70).
3) In the Bahamas under the Fraudulent Dispositions Act of 1991 (effective date 4/5/91),
Chapter 78, Section 4:
Every disposition of property made with an intent to defraud shall be voidable at the
instance of a creditor thereby prejudiced;
The burden of establishing an intent to defraud shall be upon the creditor seeking to set
aside the disposition;
No action or proceedings shall be commenced pursuant to this act unless commenced
within two years of the date of the relevant disposition.
4) In the Bahamas, under the Banks and Trust Compliance Regulation Act (2000),
(effective 12/29/2000), Chapter 316, Section 19(1): no person shall without the
customer consent disclose to any person, any such information relating to the identity,
assets, liabilities, transactions or accounts of a customer. Any person guilty of an offense
shall be liable or summary conviction to a fine not exceeding $25,000, or to a term of
imprisonment not exceeding two years, or both.
For those investors with investment portfolios, pre-emptive planning may fully exempt
all assets from creditor attachment. The strategy:
1) Transfer all liquid assets (i.e. cash, stock or bonds) to a Nassau Trust (which is a U.S.
grantor trust, i.e., IRC Sec. 679), which trust may be amendable or revocable so there is
no completed gift (and no gift tax due on Form 709: U.S. gift tax return required);
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2) The Nassau Trust capitalizes a Puerto Rico variable life insurance policy, which owns
an underlying company (a Nassau International Business Company; i.e. an “IBC”);
3) The “IBC” holds title to all investment assets (the IBC is owned by the life insurance
policy separate investment account; i.e. “cash value account” which is comprised of
premiums paid and earnings on the premiums paid).
Since the investment portfolio is ultimately owned by the Puerto Rico variable life
insurance policy, the policy acts as a “tax-free wrapper”; i.e., tax-free gains inside the
policy (e.g., annual earnings/capital gains are shielded from income taxes). Assets inside
the policy grow and compound income tax-free. The death benefit is paid income taxfree (IRC Section 101).
IRS income tax audits may be pre-empted on investment portfolio income since there is
neither income tax due, nor any tax reporting due on the investment portfolio income.
Absent a fraudulent conveyance, investment portfolio assets are immediately exempt
from creditor seizure once held by the policy. Investment portfolio assets receive the
following creditor protection:
1) Under Puerto Rico law (the governing law for the Puerto Rico Variable Life Insurance
Policy), the policy owner and beneficiary are statutorily protected from seizure;
2) Under Bahamas law (the governing law for the trust that owns the policy), insurance
is exempt from creditor claims and client financial assets may not be disclosed or be
subject to a criminal offense of up to two years in jail. In addition, an “attaching
creditor” must initiate an action (in the Bahamas) to set aside a “fraudulent
conveyance” within two years from the date of transfer or they will be “time-barred”.
Under the “Ultimate Asset Protection” strategy, IRS tax audits are pre-empted (since no
tax is due and there is no tax reporting), both Bahamas and Puerto Rican laws exempt
from creditor attachment the “cash value” component of the life insurance policy
(which owns the investment portfolio assets), the Bahamas fraudulent conveyance laws
“time bar” creditors after two years, and the Bahamas “Bank Secrecy law/criminalize
third party disclosures of client “asset information”.
If the investments perform in accordance with the S&P 500 historic yields (10.6% over
the last 30 years, cumulative with dividends) or hedge fund yields (projected 15%
annually), the portfolios will grow “income tax free” but will be subject to U.S. estate
(and gift) tax on death (or transfers) for U.S. citizens, estate/gift tax residents; i.e. U.S.
domicile). The U.S. estate tax may be satisfied by a U.S. life insurance policy, held in an
U.S. irrevocable life insurance trust, so the death benefit proceeds may be paid on a
“leveraged basis” (by insurance premiums), and excluded from U.S. estate tax (by the
life insurance trust).
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Chapter 4 - US Tax Planning
1) Income, Estate and Gift Tax Planning
An estate which includes multiple assets may entail numerous individual asset transfers.
Rather than make numerous transfers (for each of the individual assets), the tax
planning transforms individual assets into LLC ownership interests (membership units)
which may be distributed to heirs as undivided interests in the underlying assets, for
efficient distribution.
2) Estate/Gift Tax Planning
LLC membership interests have reduced marketability (less marketable than the
underlying assets) creating a marketability discount (with a corresponding reduction in
value of the asset owned, reducing estate and/or gift tax).
Gifts of LLC interests, (which are minority LLC interests), create valuation discounts
reducing estate and gift tax (i.e., restrictions on transfer, minority interest discounts).
In 2017, the U.S. Gift Tax/Estate tax exclusion is $5,450,000 (per individual) with a top
marginal tax rate of 40%, for transfers over $5,990,000. (10.98m Husband and Wife)
3) Income Tax Planning
LLC business operations may reduce taxes by favorable tax deductions (vs. personal tax):
Legal fees, accounting fees not disallowed (i.e., subject to the 2% “floor” for itemized
deductions),
No alternative minimum taxable income (i.e., versus personal tax returns), and
No “compressed tax rates” re: non-grantor trusts (i.e. tax year 2017, 39.6% tax on
income over $12,400).
4) Tax Year 2017 – Estimated Tax Payments
LLC net income is passed through to the owners (members) and is subject to payment of
estimated income taxes (there is no income tax withholding on LLC distributions).
The law provides a penalty for underpayment of estimated tax. The Taxpayer can avoid
this penalty by paying the minimum installment authorized under one of the exceptions.
Estimated income tax payments are due (2017): 4/15, 6/15, 9/15, (1/15/18).
No penalty for failure to pay estimated tax will apply to any individual whose tax liability
for the year, after credit for withheld taxes, is less than $1,000. A U.S. Citizen or
Resident need not pay estimated tax if he or she has no tax liability for the preceding tax
year providing such year is a 12-month period.
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Individuals who do not qualify for these exceptions may avoid the penalty for failure to
pay estimated tax by:
1. Paying at least 90% of the tax shown on the current year’s return.
2. Paying 100% of the tax shown on the prior year’s return.
3. Paying installments on a current basis under an annualized income tax installment
method.
The required payments may be made either through withholding or payment of annual
installments. The annuallization method is suitable for Taxpayers whose income is
received or accrued more heavily in one part of the year (IRC §6654(d)).
An individual with adjusted gross income in excess of $150,000 can avoid the estimated
tax payment by paying 110% of the amount of tax shown on the prior year’s tax return,
provided the prior year is a full year.
The underpayment of estimated tax by an individual results in imposition of an
additional tax equal to the interest that would accrue on the underpayment for the
period of underpayment (IRC Code §6654(a)).
Interest on underpayments of tax is imposed at the federal short-term rate plus three
percentage points (IRC Code §6621(a)(2)). The interest rates (which are adjusted
quarterly) are determined during the first month of a calendar quarter and become
effective for the following quarter. Interest accrues from the date the payment is due
(determined without regard to any extensions of time, until it is received by the IRS).
Interest is to be compounded daily, except for additions to tax for underpayment of
estimated tax by individuals and corporations (IRC §6601).
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Chapter 5 - US Estate and Gift Tax
U.S. Estate and Gift Tax (“Unified Transfers”)
The U.S. estate, gift and generation-skipping transfer (GST) taxes are a unified transfer
tax system, on the transfer of property:
1. At death (estate tax);
2. During life (gift tax);
3. On transfers that skip a generation (GST tax).
Under the Tax Act of 2010 (Tax Relief, Unemployment Insurance Reauthorization and
Job Creation Act of 2010 (P.L. 111-312), U.S. federal estate, gift and GST taxes were
reduced to 35% (maximum rate) with a higher applicable exclusion amount (i.e.
exemption) for estate tax, gift tax, GST tax (2012: $5,120,000) indexed annually for
inflation. In 2013, the Tax Act (2013), increased the applicable exclusion amount to
$5,250,000 (per individual) and increased the tax to 40% (effective 2013). As of 2017,
the amount is $5.49m (per individual).
The 2010 Tax Act:
1. Repealed the modified adjusted carry-over basis rules;
2. The basis of property received from a decedent is stepped-up to its date-of-death
value.
3. Provides an election for estates of decedents dying after 12/31/10, to allow the
unused portion of the applicable exclusion amount of a predeceased spouse to be
available to the estate of their surviving spouse (“portability” election, IRC Sec. 2010
(c)(5).
Estates that elect portability must timely file an estate tax return (Form 706), including
extensions, even if there is no estate tax liability. Under IRS Notice 2011-82, not timely
filing Form 706 will prevent the election.
The 2010 Tax Act “re-unified” the unified transfer tax with respect to estate, gift and
GST’s made after 2009. With the exception of a separate tax rate (0%) for GSTs in 2010,
and a separate applicable exclusion amount ($1,000,000) for gifts made in 2010,
subsequently the same tax rates and applicable exclusions/exemption amounts apply to
estate, gift and generation-skipping transfer taxes (previously in 2001, the Economic
Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001 (P.L. 107-16) “EGTRRA”, had deunified
estate, gift and GST taxes).
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In 2017, the estate and gift tax applicable exclusion amount, and GST tax exemption are
$5,490,000. If the executor of the estate of a spouse who dies in 2017 makes the
“portability election”, then for the estate of the surviving spouse, the applicable
exclusion amount also includes the precedeased spouse’s unused exclusion amount.
The top marginal tax rates applicable to the estate, gift and GST taxes have been revised
as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
0%
6.
7.
8.

48%
47%
46%
45%
35%

2004
2003
2006
2007, 2008, 2009
2010 (Estate and Gift Taxes)
2010 (GST), with no estate tax imposed in 2010
(i.e. “an estate tax holiday”)
35%
2011, 2012
40%
2013 (forward)
40%
2017

U.S. Gift Tax
The U.S. gift tax applies to the transfer of property by gift, whether the gift is direct or
indirect, and whether the transfer is in trust or otherwise. Transfers to qualifying
political organizations are not considered gifts (IRC Sec. 2501 (a)(4). The property
transferred may be real, personal, tangible or intangible (IRC Sec. 2511, Treas. Reg. Sec.
25.2511-1(a).
The donor makes a gift to the extent that the value of the property transferred exceeds
the consideration (i.e. any property or services received in return for the transfer IRC
Sec. 2512(b). The transferred property or evidence of it must be delivered to the donee
and the donor must relinquish all control over the property for the gift to be completed
(Treas. Reg. Sec. 25-2511-2).
IRC Sec. 2511 subjects “indirect gifts” to a gift tax which includes:
1. Transfers in trust;
2. Cancellation of indebtedness;
3. Assignment of benefits;
4. Permission to withdraw funds deposited by a donor from a joint account;
5. Below-market interest rate loans (Treas. Reg. Sec. 25-2511-1(c)-(h).
U.S. taxable gifts include:
1. A gratuitous transfer of property by a corporation is considered to be a gift by the
shareholders to the donee, while a gift to a corporation is a gift to its shareholders
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(Treas. Reg. Sec. 25.2511-1(h));
2. The creation of a family limited partnership;
3. Transfer of control of a closely-held company;
4. Transfers of stock or securities;
5. Transfer of an option;
Gift Tax Valuation
The value of property for gift tax purposes is its fair market value; i.e. the price at which
the property would change hands between a willing buyer and seller, both knowing all
of the relevant facts (IRC Sec. 2512, Treas. Reg. Sec. 25.2512-1).
Special valuation rules if the transferor either retains:
1. An equity interest in a corporation or partnership, transferred to a family member; or
2. An interest in a trust to or for the benefit of a family member (IRC Sec. 2701, 2702
and 2704).
Qualified Disclaimer
Under the IRC Sec. 2518, the donee of a gift may make a qualified disclaimer of the
entire interest or a portion of it without making a taxable gift. A qualified disclaimer:
1. Must be in writing;
2. Must be received by the transferor within nine months of the date of transfer;
3. The beneficiary may not accept any of the benefits from the transferred property;
4. The property being disclaimed must pass to someone other than, and without
direction from, the disclaiming beneficiary.
Non-Resident Alien Donors
A donor who is neither a U.S. citizen nor a U.S. resident (a non-resident alien) is subject
to gift tax on transfers of real and tangible property situated in the U.S. (IRC Sec.
2501(a), Treas. Reg. 25.2501-1). Transfers of intangible property by a non-resident alien
are not subject to gift tax (IRC Sec. 2501 (a)(2). Taxable gifts are taxed at the same rates
that apply to U.S. citizens (IRC Sec. 2501(a)(1). The annual exclusion (2013: $14,000) is
available.
Gift Tax Annual Exclusion:
The first $14,000 of gifts of a present interest made by a donor during calendar year
2013 to each donee are not included in the total amount of the donor’s taxable gifts
during that year (IRC Sec. 2503(b); Rev. Proc. 2010-40; Rev. Proc. 2011-52). These
amounts are not taxed nor do they use up any of the donor’s lifetime gift tax applicable
credit amount.
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Under “gift-splitting”, spouses who consent to split their gifts may transfer a total of
$28,000 per donee in 2013, free of gift and GST tax (IRC Sec. 2503(a)).
If the donor’s spouse is not a U.S. citizen, an annual exclusion ($139,000 in 2012) is
allowed for present interest gifts to the spouse that would qualify for the marital
deduction if the spouse were a U.S. citizen (IRC Sec. 2523(i)(2); Rev. Proc. 2010-40, Rev.
Proc. 2011-52).
The annual exclusion is for gifts of present interests in property (not future interests)
which include any interests, whether vested or contingent, that are available for the
donee’s immediate use, possession or enjoyment Treas. Reg. 25.2503-3(b).
Transfers in Trust
The number of annual exclusions available for a gift in trust is determined by the
number of trust beneficiaries who have a present interest in the gifted property. A
transfer to a trust that allows a beneficiary the unrestricted right to the immediate use,
possession or enjoyment of the transferred property or the income from the property
(such as a life estate or term certain), is a present interest gift that qualifies for the
annual exclusion (Treas. Reg. Sec. 25.2503-3(b)).
In trusts, limits are often placed on the beneficiary’s right to use, possess or enjoy the
trust property. A gift of the right to demand a portion of the trust corpus is a gift of a
present interest, so long as the donee-beneficiary is aware of his right to make the
demand, known as a “Crummey Trust”. The beneficiary is given the right to demand an
amount of corpus equal to the annual gift tax exclusion for a limited period of time (e.g.
60 days). However, under audit, the IRS may question the claimed annual exclusion if
the persons who have a right of withdrawal do not have a present income interest in the
trust or vested remainder interest.
Gifts to Minors
Gifts to minors may qualify for the exclusion if they meet the requirements of the IRC
Sec. 2503(c):
1. The property and income from it must be expended by or for the benefit of the
minor;
2. Any income and principal not expended must be paid to the minor at age 21, or to his
estate if the minor dies before age 21 (IRC Sec. 2503(c); Treas. Reg. Sec. 25.2503-4(a).
3. If the transfer of property is made under a parent’s legal obligation to support a child,
the transfer is not a gift, as is the case with child support.
Exclusion for Educational or Medical Payment
In addition to the annual exclusion, an unlimited gift tax exclusion is allowed for
payments on behalf of a donee:
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1. Directly to an educational organization for tuition (not books, or room and board);
2. Directly to health care providers for medical services;
3. The medical and tuition exclusions are available without regard to the relationship
between donor and donee (IRC Sec. 2503(e)).
Gifts to Spouse
Under IRC Sec. 2523, an unlimited amount of property can be transferred between
spouses, unless the gift recipient is a non-citizen spouse, who is eligible for a gift tax
annual exclusion of up to $149,000 in 2017 (IRC Sec. 2523(i), Rev. Proc. 2010-40; 201152).
Gifts to Charity
A gift tax charitable deduction is available for transfers to charitable organizations,
which is not limited to gifts for use within the U.S., unless the donor is a non-resident
alien at the time of the gift (IRC Sec. 2522).
Gift Tax Filing
Gift tax returns (Form 709) must be filed and gift tax paid on an annual basis, with the
due date the same as the due date for the income tax return. (See: IRC Sec. 6075(b).
The donor is liable for payment of the gift tax (IRC Sec. 6019).
Estate Tax - U.S. Estate Tax
The U.S. estate tax is imposed on the transfer of a person’s property at the time of that
person’s death, by applying the estate tax rates (top rate: 40% (2013)) on the taxable
estate; i.e., gross estate less deductions.
The gross estate of a U.S. citizen or estate tax resident decedent includes all real,
personal, tangible and intangible property (world-wide). Effectively executed
disclaimers prevent the property subject to the disclaimer from being included in the
gross estate (IRC Sec. 2046 and 2518).
“QTIP Property”
Qualified Terminal Interest Property (“QTIP”) for which an election was made to qualify
it for the marital deduction in the estate of the first spouse to die, or on the gift tax
return of the donor spouse, is included in the gross estate of the surviving or donee
spouse (IRC Sec. 2044(a)).
Transferred Property in which Decedent Retained an interest
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When a decedent retains some control over gifts of property made during life, the
property may be added back to the decedent’s gross estate. The transfers subject to
this rule include:
1. IRC Sec. 2036: Gifts in which the decedent retains a life estate or the right to the
income, possession or enjoyment of the property, or the right to designate who will
enjoy the property, including gifts of stock in which voting rights are retained;
2. IRC Sec. 2037(a): Gifts in which the decedent retains the right to a reversionary
interest that exceeds 5% of the value of the transferred property and possession or
enjoyment can be obtained only by surviving the decedent; and
3. IRC Sec. 2038(a)(1); (Treas. Reg. Sec. 20.2038-1(a): Gifts in which the decedent holds
a power to alter, amend, revoke or terminate the gift;
4. Treas. Reg. Sec. 20.2036-1(b)(2): If income from transferred property is used to
discharge a legal obligation of the decedent, it is considered a right to income from the
property, which is includable in their gross estate;
5. Treas. Reg. Sec. 2036-1(c): A lifetime transfer with a retained interest, if the transfer
is not for adequate and full consideration the amount included in the decedent’s estate,
is the full value of the property subject to the decedent’s retained interest. If the
interest is over only part of the property transferred, only the reserved portion is
included in the gross estate.
Gifts Made within Three Years of Death
Gifts made within three years of the donor’s death are not includable in the donor’s
gross estate unless:
1. The gift consists of interests in property that would otherwise be includable in the
gross estate, because of the donor’s retained powers, such as the power to alter,
amend, revoke or terminate the gift (IRC Sec. 2035(a);
2. Gifts of life insurance are includable in the decedent’s gross estate if the policy was
transferred within three years of the decedent’s date of death;
3. If the gifts are from a decedent’s revocable trust within three years of death, they are
not included in the decedent’s gross estate, rather they are treated as made directly by
the decedent (IRC Sec. 2035(e), 2038)).
Gift tax paid on all transfers made within three years of death is included in the gross
estate (IRC Sec. 2035(b)).
Life Insurance
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Life insurance proceeds on a decedent’s life, payable to or for the benefit of their estate,
and insurance payable to other beneficiaries in which the decedent retained incidents of
ownership are included in the decedent’s gross estate (IRC Sec. 2042(1); Treas. Reg. Sec.
20.2042-1(b)(1)). Insurance paid to a named beneficiary that must be used to satisfy a
legal obligation to meet expenses of the decedent’s estate, such as debts and taxes, is
also included in the decedent’s gross estate (Treas. Reg. Sec. 20.2042-1(c)(1)).
“Incidents of ownership” refers to the right of the insured or his estate to the policy’s
economic benefits, which include:
1. The power to change the beneficiary;
2. The ability to pledge the policy as security for a loan;
3. The ability to borrow against the policy;
4. A reversionary interest by which the insured (or estate) may regain one of the
previously stated rights;
5. If the decedent transfers a life insurance policy or an incident of ownership in the
policy, the proceeds are included in his gross estate (IRC Sec. 2035(a)).
Under Treas. Reg. Sec. 20.2042-1(b)(2), one-half of the proceeds of life insurance
purchased with community property is included in the estate of the insured spouse,
even if the decedent possessed an incident of ownership.
Annuities and Retirement Benefits
The value of an annuity or other payment receivable by any beneficiary, by reason of
surviving the decedent, is included in a decedent’s gross estate; i.e., the portion of its
value attributable to the portion of the purchase price contributed by the decedent.
Regarding a qualified retirement account, the value of the account is the fair market
value of the account assets, without any discount for the income tax liability that would
be triggered if the estate or beneficiary were to take a distribution of assets in order to
sell them.
Powers of Appointment
Powers subject to a general power of appointment are included in the gross estate of
the holder if the power exists at death (IRC Sec. 2041(a)(2)). The exercise or release of a
general power during the life of the holder is a transfer subject to gift tax (IRC Sec.
2514(b)).
A power of appointment is a right given to someone other than the donor of property to
dispose of the property. The holder of the power of appointment has a general power if
the holder may exercise it in favor of the holder himself, his creditors or estate (IRC Sec.
2041(b); 2514(c)), or if not exercisable in their favor, it is a special or limited power (Treas.
Reg. Sec. 20-2041-1(c)(1)).
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A power is not general if its exercise is limited by an ascertainable standard (IRC Sec.
2041(b)(1)(A); 2514(c)(1)). A power is not general if the creator of the power must join
in its exercise or if a co-holder has a substantial adverse interest, (IRC Sec. 2041(b)(1)(C);
2514(c)(3)(A)).
Jointly Held Property
The entire value of jointly held property with the right of survivorship is included in the
decedent’s gross estate, except for the portion of the property for which the surviving
joint tenant furnished consideration.
If the joint tenants are spouses, one-half of the value of a “qualified joint interest” is
included in the gross estate of the first spouse to die (IRC Sec. 2040(b)).
The creation of a joint interest in property results in a taxable gift by the person
supplying the consideration to the non-contributing joint tenant. Creation of a joint
bank or brokerage account is not a taxable gift until a joint owner withdraws funds
(Treas. Reg. 25.2511-1(h)).
Community Property
Community property is all property acquired by means other than gift, devise, bequest
and inheritance by spouses domiciled in community property jurisdictions, separate
property is property other than community property. Under IRC Sec. 2033, one-half of
the value of all community property owned by a married couple is includable in the
gross estate of the first of the spouses to die.
Valuation of Gross Estate
The value of the property that is included in the gross estate is its fair market value on
the date of the decedent’s death (IRC Sec. 2031). Alternatively, the executor may elect
to value the gross estate at the fair market value of the property on the alternate
valuation date, which is the date six months after the decedent’s death, the alternative
valuation election is irrevocable (IRC Sec. 2032) and is made on Form 706.
Special Use Valuation
If farm or real property used in a closely held business is included in the gross estate, the
executor may elect to value the property at its “current use” rather than its highest and
best use (IRC Sec. 2032A). The limitation on the reduction in value resulting from
special use valuation is $1,120,000 (2017).
Deductions from Gross Estate-Expenses
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A deduction from the gross estate is allowed for funeral expenses, administration
expenses, claims against the estate, certain taxes, unpaid mortgages, or other
indebtedness allowable under the local law governing the administration of the
decedent’s estate (IRC Sec. 2053(a).
For expenses that are not paid before filing the estate tax return, an estimated amount
may be deducted if the amount is ascertainable and there is reasonable certainly that
the amount will be paid. Contested and contingent claims and expenses cannot be
ascertained with reasonable certainty (Treas. Reg. Sec. 20.2053-1(b)(3). Estate
administration expenses may be deducted on the decedent’s estate tax return on the
estate’s income tax return, but not on both (IRC Sec. 642(9); Treas. Reg. 1.642(g)-1).
Federal and state estate, succession, legacy or inheritance taxes are not deductible but
unpaid gift taxes in gifts made before death are deductible. Unpaid income taxes are
deductible if they are on income properly includable in an income tax return of a
decedent for a period before his death (Treas. Reg. Sec. 20.2053-6).
A deduction is allowed for losses arising from fires, storms, shipwrecks or other
casualties or thefts that are incurred during estate administration and are not
compensated for by insurance (IRC Sec. 2054).
Estate Tax Marital Deduction
IRC Sec. 2056 allows an unlimited estate tax marital deduction for the net value of
property that passes to decedent’s surviving spouse, who is a U.S. citizen. If not, the
estate tax deduction is not allowed unless the non-citizen surviving spouse becomes a
U.S. citizen before the estate tax return is filed, or the property passes to a Qualified
Domestic Trust (“QDOT”) (IRC Sec. 2056(d) and 2056A) which is a trust with certain
requirements, subject to a special estate tax (IRC Sec. 2056A).
Under a “QDOT”:
1. At least one trustee must be an individual citizen of the U.S. or a domestic
corporation (IRC Sec. 2056(a)(1)(A);
2. Estate tax, calculated based on the decedent’s tax brackets, will be payable on
distributions from the trust to the surviving spouse (IRC Sec. 2056A(b)).
Qualified Terminable Interest Property (“QTIP”)
The terminable interest rule bars deduction for any non-deductible terminable interest;
i.e. an interest in which a person, other than the surviving spouse, receives an interest in
property from the decedent, and upon the termination of the spouse’s interest in the
same property, the other person may possess or enjoy the property (IRC Sec.
2056(b)(1)).
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Qualified terminable interest property (“QTIP”) is excluded from the tax deduction bar,
under the terminable interest rule, if the surviving spouse has the right to all the income
from the property for life, payable no less frequently than annually (IRC Sec. 2056(b)(7);
Treas. Reg. Sec. 20.2056-b-7(a)), no person may have a power to appoint any of the
property to any person other than the surviving spouse, during the surviving spouse’s
life. An election on Form 706 is necessary to designate property as QTIP (IRC Sec.
2056(b)(7)(B)(v). Once the QTIP election is made, the surviving spouse must include the
property remaining at death in their gross estate, even though they have no control
over its disposition (IRC Sec. 2044). The estate tax that is attributable to the QTIP
included in the spouse’s estate, may be recovered from the QTIP (IRC Sec. 2207A).
Estate Tax Charitable Deduction
An unlimited estate tax charitable deduction is available for transfers to qualified
charities, if the bequest has a public, not a private purpose (IRC Sec. 2055(a)).
Credits Against the Estate Tax
A number of tax credits are available to offset a decedent’s federal estate tax liability
including:
1. Applicable Credit Amount: The applicable credit amount (the unified credit)
$5,490,000 (2017), adjusted annually for inflation (Rev. Proc. 2011-52);
2. Portability: The portability of the unused applicable exclusion amount, which
increases the applicable exclusion amount for the surviving spouse to include the sum
of: the basic exclusion amount ($5,490,000 in 2017), plus the aggregate deceased
spousal unused exclusion amount (IRC Sec. 2010(c)(2) and (4)). The predeceased spouse
must die after December 31, 2010 and the predeceased spouse’s estate must have
made an election on Form 706. (See IRS Notice 2011-82; Instructions to Form 706.)
3. State Death Tax Credit: Under the 2010 Tax Act, the state death tax credit, which is
an offset to the estate tax for state death taxes actually paid to a state, is reinstated
beginning in 2013.
4. Federal Estate Tax Paid on Prior Transfers: A credit is available for federal estate tax
paid on prior transfers to the decedent from a person who died within ten years before
or two years after the decedent. Under IRC Sec. 2013, the credit is limited to the lesser
of the estate tax attributable to the transferred property in the transferor’s estate or the
estate tax attributable to the transferred property in the decedent’s estate. If the
transferor predeceased the decedent by more than two years, the allowable credit is
reduced by 20% for each full two year period by which the death of the transferor
preceded the transferor’s death. The credit is claimed on Schedule Q on Form 706.
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5. Foreign Death Taxes: A credit against estate tax is available for foreign death taxes
paid on a property located in a foreign country but included in the gross estate of a U.S.
citizen or resident. The credit is limited to the lesser of the foreign or the U.S. tax
attributable to the property. If a treaty exists with the foreign country, the credit
provided for under the treaty in IRC Sec. 2014 may be used, whatever amounts in the
lower amount of the estate tax. The estate must file Form 706-CE to claim the credit.
Filing Estate Tax Return and Liability for Payment
Form 706 must be filed for every U.S. citizen or resident decedent whose gross estate
exceeds $5.49M in 2017. The estate tax return must be filed by the executor,
administrator or person in possession of the estate’s assets (IRC Sec. 2203, 6018(a)).
The Form 706 estate tax return is due within nine months of the decedent’s date of
death, but a six month extension of time to file is available (IRC Sec. 6075(a); Treas. Reg.
Sec. 20.6075-1). The estate tax must be paid within nine months after the decedent’s
death (IRC Sec. 6075(a); 6151(a)) by the executor or person in possession of the estate’s
property (IRC Sec. 2002; Treas. Reg. Sec. 20.2002-1)). The time for payment of the
estate tax may be extended for one year past the due date (IRC Sec. 6161(a)(1)). For
reasonable cause, the time for payment may be extended for up to ten years (IRC Sec.
6161(a)(2)).
Election to Pay Estate Tax in Installments
If the estate includes a farm or closely held business whose value exceeds 35% of the
adjusted gross estate, the executor may elect to pay the estate and generation-skipping
transfer taxes in as many as ten annual installments following a deferral period of as
many as five years (IRC Sec. 6166(a)(1)); fifteen year total.; $596,000 fix deferred in 2017
(fixed or 40% of $1.45m.
If the decedent’s estate includes a farm or closely held business whose value exceeds
35% of the adjusted gross estate, for 2017 (decedent’s dying during 2017) the amount
of tax that may be deferred for up to 15 years is $596,000 which tax deferred is subject
to a 2 % rate of interest.
A closely held corporation may redeem stock from the estate of a decedent or from the
estate beneficiaries to pay estate taxes if the stock comprises 35% of the gross estate.
This stock redemption is not treated as a disqualifying disposition for purposes of the
installment payment of the estate tax (IRC Sec. 6166(g)(1)(B)).
Generation-Skipping Transfer Tax
To ensure that property transfers are subject to transfer tax at least once a generation,
a generation-skipping transfer (GST) tax is imposed on certain transfers (IRC Sec. 2601),
GST tax rate is 40% (2017). A GST may take one of three forms:
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1. A direct skip;
2. A taxable termination;
3. A taxable distribution to a skip person.
Direct Skip
A direct skip is a transfer to a “skip person” that is also subject to estate or gift tax (IRC
Sec. 2612(c)). A “skip person” is defined as:
1. A person two generations or more younger than the transferor; or
2. A trust for the benefit of one or more skip persons (IRC Sec. 2613(a); Treas. Reg. Sec.
26.2612-1). If the parent of the skip person predeceases the transferor, a gift to the skip
person is not a GST (IRC Sec. 2651(e)A).
Taxable Termination
A taxable termination occurs when an interest in property held in trust terminates and
trust property is held for or distributed to a skip person (IRC Sec. 2612(a)).
Taxable Distribution
A taxable distribution is any distribution from a trust that is not a taxable termination or
direct skip (IRC Sec. 2612(b)).
The following transfers are not subject to GST tax:
1. Transfers that are not subject to gift tax because of the unlimited exclusion for direct
payment of medical and tuition expenses;
2. Transfers of property previously subject to GST tax;
3. Direct skips and trust transfers that qualify for the annual gift tax exclusion (IRC Sec.
2611(b); 2642(c)(1)).
GST Lifetime Exemption and Computation of Tax Rate
Individuals are entitled to a lifetime exemption ($5,490,000 in 2017) from GST tax.
Married couples may elect to “split” a transfer and treat it as being made one-half by
each spouse, pursuant to “split gift” rules (IRC Sec. 2652(a)(2); Treas. Reg. Sec. 26.26521(a)(4)).
The GST tax is computed by multiplying the taxable amount of the transfer by the
applicable rate (IRC Sec. 2602).
The applicable rate is a flat rate equal to the product of the maximum estate tax rate
(40%, 2017) and the “inclusion ratio” with respect to the transfer (IRC Sec. 2641(a);
Treas. Reg. Sec. 26.2641-1).
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The inclusion rate is that portion of the transfer that is not exempted from the GST tax
by the transferor’s exemption amount. The inclusion ratio for any property transferred
in a GST is the excess (if any) of 1 over the “applicable fraction” determined for the trust
from which a GST is made, or in the case of a direct skip, the applicable fraction
determined for such a skip.
The applicable fraction represents the proportion of the transfer that is free of tax due
to an allocation of the transferor’s exemption amount.
The numerator of the applicable fraction is the amount of the GST exemption allocated
to the trust, or to the property transferred in a direct skip.
The denominator is the value of the property transferred to the trust, or involved in the
direct skip, reduced by the sum of any federal estate or state death tax attributable to
the property that was recovered from the trust, and any estate or gift tax charitable
deductions allowed with respect to the property (IRC Sec. 2642; Treas. Reg. Sec.
26.2642-1).
The GST exemption may be allocated by an individual, or their executor to any property
to which the individual was the transferor (IRC Sec. 2632©).
For property held in trust, the GST exemption is allocated to the entire trust, not specific
assets (Treas. Reg. Sec. 26.2632-1).
Filing the Tax Return/Paying the Tax:
1. For direct skips occurring at death, the executor must file the tax return (Form 706,
Schedules R and R-1) and pay the tax;
2. For lifetime direct skips, the transferor is responsible for filing the return (Form 709)
and paying the tax (IRC Sec. 2603(a)(3); Treas. Reg. Sec. 26.2662-1(c)(1)).
The trustee is responsible for filing the return (Form 709) and paying the tax on taxable
terminations (IRC Sec. 2603(a)(2)).
The transferee is responsible for filing the return (Form 706-GS(D)) and paying the tax
on taxable distributions (IRC Sec. 2603(a)(1); Treas. Reg. Sec. 26.2662-1(c)(1)).
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Chapter 6 – Grantor Trust (Income Tax)
Grantor Trust Rules
(Subpart E of Subchapter J of Chapter 1 of Subtitle A IRC 1954)
IRC Sec. 671-679 determines whether a trust is a “grantor trust” for U.S. federal income
tax purposes. If a trust is a grantor trust, all items of income, deduction and credit in
respect of the trust property will be reported on the grantor’s U.S. federal income tax
return, and any income tax liability will be paid by the grantor and not from the trust
(Treas. Reg. 1.671-3 (a)(1).
Grantor Trust Rules
IRC Sec. 673-679 identify persons as “owners” of portions of trusts with which they have
relationships. IRC Sec. 671 specifies the consequences of being treated as the owner
[IRC Sec. 671: The neck of the funnel through which Sec. 673-678 passes].
T.R. Sec. 1.671-2(e)(1)
“A grantor includes any person to the extent such person either creates a trust or
directly or indirectly makes a gratuitous transfer of property to a trust.” (A Settlor is the
person who intentionally causes the trust to come into existence.)
IRC Sec. 671 identifies a grantor as owner of any “portion” of a trust; items of income,
deductions and credits attributable to that portion of the trust are taken into account in
computing the grantor’s taxable income and credits.
A “Portion” includes:
1. Ordinary income;
2. Income allocable to corpus;
3. An entire trust;
4. An undivided fractional interest in the trust;
5. An interest represented by a dollar amount;
6. Specific trust property.
IRC Sec. 671: Grantor Trust Status
The person designated by Subpart E as “owner” of a portion of a trust must take into
account in computing their tax liability the items of income, deductions and credits
attributable to that portion of the trust (that would otherwise be reportable by the trust
itself).
Tax Compliance
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IRC Sec. 6012(a)(4) requires an income tax return from “every trust having for the
taxable year any taxable income, or having gross income of $600 or over, regardless of
the amount of taxable income. Subpart E may attribute part or all of a trust’s income to
the grantor.
IRC Sec. 6501 statute of limitations protects a taxpayer against assessments occurring
later than three years after the filing of the relevant tax return. For the statute of
limitations, in the case of a grantor trust the statute begins to run only on the filing of
the grantor’s return (not the filing of any trust tax return). (See: Lardas v. Commr., 99
T.C. 490 (1992); Olson v. Commr., 64 T.C.M. 1524 (1992), Bartol v. Commr., 63
T.C.M.2324 (1992), Field Serv. adv. 200207007 (Nov. 6 2001).
Under Treas. Reg. 1.671-4(a), items attributed to a grantor are not to be reported by the
trust on Form 1041; instead such items should be “shown on a separate statement
attached to Form 1041, and reported by the grantor”.
Grantor Trust
If the trust is a grantor trust for income tax purposes, a sale of assets to the trust by the
grantor is disregarded. (See Rev. Rul. 85-13, 1985-1 C.B. 184).
If the non-contributing spouse has a discretionary interest as to both income and
principal, the trust is a grantor trust under IRC Sec. 677(a)(1) to the contributing spouse.
No income tax realization event occurs and the policy proceeds are excluded from both
estates (Ltr. Rul. 9413045).
Intentionally Defective Grantor Trust
An “Intentionally Defective Grantor Trust” (“IDGT”) takes advantage of the differences
between the estate tax inclusion rules of IRC Sections 2036-2042, and the grantor trust
income tax rules of IRC Sec. 671-678. An IDGT is an irrevocable trust that effectively
removes assets from the grantor’s estate. As a result, a sale of assets to an IDGT can
freeze an individual’s estate by converting appreciating assets into a non-appreciating
asset with a fixed yield.
For income tax purposes, the trust is “defective” and the grantor is taxed on the trust’s
income. Accordingly, sale of assets between the IDGT and the grantor are not taxable. The
grantor is treated for income tax purposes to have made a sale to himself eliminating
capital gain tax on sale. (Additionally, interest payments by the IDGT to the grantor are not
income.)
Since the IDGT is “defective” for income tax purposes, all of the trust’s income is taxed to
the grantor, which produces an additional “tax-free gift” to the IDGT (Rev. Rul. 2004-64,
2004-2(C.B. 7).
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As a grantor trust, the IDGT:
1. Can be the owner of S-corporation stock (it is a permitted shareholder);
2. Can purchase an existing life insurance policy on the grantor’s life, without subjecting
the policy to taxation under the transfer for value rule;
3. The sale of the policy is a sale to the grantor-insured and the transfer for value
exception under IRC Sec. 101 (a)(2)(B) should apply.
If the IDGT is structured as a “Crummey Trust”, the contribution will qualify for the IRC
Sec. 2503(b) gift tax annual exclusion. Under IRC Sec. 678(b), a grantor will be treated
as the owner of the trust, rather than the beneficiary with respect to power over
income (and corpus), which are subject to “Crummey Withdrawal” rights (See IRS PLR
200606006, 200603040, 200729005, 200942020).
Under an IDGT, Grantor Trust Status:
1. Power of Substitution: The Grantor (or spouse) has the power to reacquire trust
assets in a non-fiduciary capacity (IRC Sec. 675(4); Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.675-1(b)(4). In Rev.
Rul 2008-22, 2008-1 CB 796, the IRS ruled that a grantor’s retained power, exercisable in
a non-fiduciary capacity, to acquire trust property by substituting property of equivalent
value will not by itself cause estate tax inclusion under IRC Sec. 2036 or 2038.
2. Swapping Assets: If the grantor sells assets to the IDGT, the trust assets are excluded
from the grantor’s estate at death, but the IDGT assets would not receive a tax basis
step-up under IRC Sec. 1014. If the assets sold to an IDGT have a low basis, the lack of
basis step-up is an income tax disadvantage which may be ameliorated by the grantor
exchanging high-basis outside of the IDGT, with low-basis assets inside of the IDGT,
achieving a “basis step-up”. The swap of assets with an IDGT should not be treated as a
gift for purposes of IRC Sec. 1014(e).
3. Power to Make Loans without Adequate Security: The power exercisable by a grantor
or a non-adverse party that permits the grantor or the grantor’s spouse to borrow trust
property without adequate security (IRC Sec. 675(2). Grantor trust status is achieved if
the grantor’s spouse holds such power under IRC Sec. 672(e). Unlike Sec. 675(3), which
requires an actual borrowing by the grantor, the existence of a power under IRC Sec.
675(2) may cause grantor trust status.
Even if the loan provides for adequate interest, grantor trust status is secured if the
trustee has the power to lend unsecured. To avoid estate tax inclusion, the lending
power should not include the authority to make loans without adequate interest. In
order to minimize the risk of estate tax inclusion, the power to lend without security
should be held by a non-adverse party and not the grantor (e.g. a trust protector).
4. Power to Add Beneficiaries: The power to add to the class of beneficiaries (other
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than the grantor’s after-born or after-adopted children) to receive the trust’s income or
corpus held by the grantor, or a non-adverse party will cause grantor trust status. To
avoid estate tax inclusion, the grantor should not hold such a power, but the power
could be held by the grantor’s spouse without inclusion if the spouse did not contribute
to the trust and is not controlled by the grantor. A marital agreement should be
entered into in advance of the transfer to ensure that the spouse did not make a
contribution to the IDGT. The IRS has privately ruled that the power to add beneficiaries
held by a trustee triggers grantor trust status (IRS PLR 199936031; 9709001; 9010065).
5. Payment of Life Insurance Premiums: A grantor is treated as the owner of any
portion of the trust whose income may be applied to the payment of premiums of life
insurance policies on the grantor or the grantor’s spouse (IRC Sec. 677(a)(3). IRS Field
Attorney Advice 20062701 F indicates that the power to purchase life insurance on the
grantor’s life results in grantor trust status. Treasury Regulations establish that the
grantor is taxed on any trust income actively used to pay premiums. Under PLR
8852003, the IRS has privately ruled that the power to pay premiums is sufficient.
Income Tax
Transfer for Value (IRC Sec. 101(a)(2)
If insurance policy transferred for valuable consideration, unless exception applies,
general rule that policy proceeds are not includable in gross income does not apply.
Not Income Tax Realization Event
1. Rev. Rul. 85-13 (1985-1 CB 184): Transfer between grantor and his grantor trust, not
an income tax realization event;
2. IRC Sec. 1041: Transfers between spouses (if no NRA spouse), no income tax
realization, transferee spouse “carry-over” income tax basis.
Exceptions from application of the transfer for value include transfers where the
transferee takes a carry-over basis (IRC Sec. 101(a)(2)(A), transfers to the insured, a
partner of the insured, a partnership in which the insured is a partner and a corporation
in which the insured is a shareholder or officer (IRC Sec. 101(a)(2)(B).
Under Rev. Rul. 2007-13, 2007-11 IRB 684, a transfer to a grantor trust with respect to
the insured qualifies as a transfer “to the insured” for purposes of the transfer for value
rule. Under this Revenue Ruling, a grantor who is treated for federal income tax
purposes as the owner of a trust (that owns a life insurance contract on the grantor’s
life) is treated as the owner of the contract for purposes of applying the transfer for
value limitations under IRC Sec. 101(a)(2).
Grantor Trust
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(Avoids Application of Transfer for Value Rules)
Treas. Reg. 1.671-2 (e)(1): A grantor includes any person to the extent such person
either creates a trust or directly or indirectly makes a gratuitous transfer of property to
a trust.
Under IRC Sec. 671-677, only a person who makes a gratuitous transfer to a trust can be
treated as an “owner”, necessary to engage in disregarded transactions with the trust.
The Trust Donor is treated as the owner for grantor trust purposes.
Grantor Trust Status
IRC Sec. 677 (a)(3): Trust is a grantor trust to the extent trust income may be used to
pay premiums on insurance policies on the grantor’s life, or the grantor’s spouse.
However, grantor trust status may apply only to the portion of the trust the income
from which is currently used to pay premiums (See: Weil, 3TC 579 (1944); Iverson, 3 TC
756 (1944).
Grantor Trust Status
Settlor power, held in a non-fiduciary capacity, to substitute property of equivalent
value under IRC Sec. 675(4)(C), causes a trust to be a grantor trust.
Estate Tax
Where trust assets consist of an insurance policy on the grantor’s life, a power to
substitute assets may not result in estate tax inclusion under IRC Sec. 2042(2), if the
grantor held the power in a fiduciary capacity (See: Estate of Jordahl, 65 TC 92 (1975);
Aug. 1977-1, (CB 1) (See: Ltr. Rul. 200603040).
IRS
Trust property may not be includable in the gross estate under IRC Sec. 2035, 2036,
2048 or 2039 if the power of substitution is held in a fiduciary capacity.
Grantor Trust Rules
(IRC Sec. 672(e): Grantor Trust Rules)
Spousal Unity Rule; i.e., grantor is treated as holding any power or interest held by the
grantor’s spouse.
Gift Tax
Creation of an irrevocable trust may subject the grantor to the gift tax: Treas. Reg.
25.2511-2(d).
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Grantor Trust Status (ILIT)
A related and subordinate party could be named as trustee with the power to make
discretionary distributions, not on an ascertainable standard, in order to make the ILIT a
grantor trust. If the grantor cannot remove and replace the trustee, the initial
appointment of a related and subordinate party trustee may not cause the powers of
the trustee to be attributed back to the grantor for estate tax purposes (Ltr. Rul.
9636033).
Grantor trust status confirmed if a person who is not a contributor to, or beneficiary of,
the trust, has the power to add to the class of beneficiaries (e.g. charity or other
descendants (IRC Sec. 674(b)(5), 674(b)(6). See: Madorin, 84 TC 667 (1985)).
Grantor Trust
(Ownership of Assets)
Under Rev. Rul. 85-13, and Proposed Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.671-2(f) “a person that is treated
as the owner of any portion of a trust under subpart E is considered to own the trust
assets attributable to that portion of the trust [See: REG- 209826-96, 1996-2 (C.B. 498)].
Termination Grantor Trust Status
A grantor trust loses its status as a grantor trust on the death of its grantor (D.G.
McDonald Trust, 19 TC 672 (1953), acq. 1953-2 C.B.3 (Chase Nat’l Bank v. Commr., 225
F.2d 621 (8th Cir. 1955)); Proposed Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.671-4(h)(2)).
Adverse Party
IRC Sec. 672(a) defines an “adverse party” as “any person having a substantial beneficial
interest in the trust which would be adversely affected by the exercise or non-exercise
of the power which he possesses respecting the trust.”
A trustee may be an adverse party if the trustee has the power to distribute all of the
trust income and property to himself but is not an adverse party if the trust terms fix all
the beneficial interests even if the trustee is a beneficiary (See: Johnson v. Commr., 108
TC 448 (1957), Floyd G. Paxton, 57 TC 627 (1972).
Beneficiaries can be adverse parties if they have a power the exercise or non-exercise of
which would adversely affect the beneficiary’s own beneficial interest.
IRC Sec. 672(b) defines a “nonadverse party” as “any person who is not an adverse
party”.
A trust is classified as a grantor trust if more than half of the trustees are related or
subordinate to the grantor.
IRC Sec. 674(a) provides that the grantor of a trust is to be treated as the owner of any
portion of such trust, in respect of which the beneficial enjoyment of such portion is
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subject to a power of disposition, exercisable by the grantor or a non-adverse party, or
both, without the approval or consent of any adverse party.
IRC Sec. 674(c) provides an exception to the general rule of IRC Sec. 674(a) for
distribution powers of the “independent trustee”, none of whom is the grantor, and no
more than half of whom are related or subordinate to the grantor or are subservient to
the wishes of the grantor (IRC Sec. 672(c) defines: “related or subordinate party”.)
Related or Subordinate Party
IRC Sec. 672(c) defines a “related or subordinate party” as any “non-adverse party”
which includes:
1. IRC Sec. 672(c)(1): The grantor’s spouse (only if they are living together);
2. IRC Sec. 672(c)(2): Grantor’s father, mother, children, brother, sister (including halfbrothers/sisters). See: Rev. Rul. 58-19, 1958-1, CB 251);
3. IRC Sec. 672(c)(2): An employee of the grantor, or the grantor’s corporation.
Not Related or Subordinate Party
Under IRC Sec. 672(c) the following are not related or subordinate parties:
1. Nieces, nephews, grandparents, spouses of children, spouses of grandchildren,
spouses of brothers and sisters;
2. Partners of the grantor;
3. Director of a corporate grantor (i.e. stock holdings of the grantor and the trust are
significant, re voting control). See: Rev. Rul. 66-160, 1966-1, CB 164;
4. The grantor’s lawyer, accountant or trust company (See: Zand v. Commr., 71 TCM
1758 (1996), 143 F.3d 1393 (11th Cir. 1998); Estate of Hilton W. Goodwyn, 35 TCM 1026,
1038 (1976) re lawyers-trustees not “related or subordinate parties” and lawyertrustees were independent trustees under IRC Sec. 674(c).
Power Subject to Condition Precedent
IRC Sec. 672(d) states that a person is deemed to have a power described in subpart E
“even though the exercise of the power is subject to a precedent giving of notice or
takes effect only on the expiration of a certain period after the exercise of the power”.
Grantor’s Spouse
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 added IRC Sec. 672(e), which treats the grantor as holding
any power or interest held by the grantor’s spouse if the grantor’s spouse was living
with the grantor at the time of the creation of the power or interest (i.e., if the spouse
and the grantor are eligible to file a joint return with respect to the period in question).
Grantor as Foreign Person
(“Inbound Trusts”)
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If a foreign person is an “owner” of any portion of a trust, and the trust has as a
beneficiary a U.S. person who has made one or more gifts to that foreign person, IRC
Sec. 672(f)(5) designates the U.S. beneficiary, not the foreign grantor-donee, as the
owner of the trust to the extent of the gifts (with an exception for gifts that qualify for
the annual exclusion under IRC Sec. 2503(b)).
IRC Sec. 672(f)(5) precludes foreigners immigrating to the U.S. from giving property to
another foreigner, who agrees to use the property to fund a U.S. trust for the benefit of
the immigrating foreigner, who then denies he was the grantor of the trust. Under IRC
Sec. 672(f)(5), the immigrating foreigner receives the same treatment he would have
received had he created the trust directly (Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.672(f)-5(a)(1)).
In the Small Business Job Protection Act of 1996, Congress expanded IRC Sec. 672(f) so
that subpart E now generally applies only when its effect is to designate as owner of
part or all of a trust a U.S. citizen, resident or domestic corporation (IRC Sec. 672(f)(1), a
“controlled foreign corporation”, defined in IRC Sec. 957 is treated as a domestic
corporation. IRC Sec. 672(f)(3)(A).
IRC Sec. 672(f) reverses prior law under which subpart E designated non-resident aliens
as owners of trusts, thereby allowing U.S. beneficiaries to receive the income from such
trusts tax-free.
Grantor Trust
Co-ownership and Reversionary Interest
IRC Sec. 673(a) now treats the grantor who retains any reversionary interest as owner of
the entire trust (Treas. Reg. 1.671-3(b)(3)); Priv. Ltr. Rul. 9519029 (Feb. 10, 1995). IRC
Sec. 672(e) treats the grantor as owner of any interest their spouse owns. Unless the
value of the reversionary interest at inception is less than 5% of the value of the
property transferred. (IRC Sec. 673(b) excepts from the general rule any reversionary
interest that follows the death before attaining age 21 of a lineal descendant of a
grantor.)
A grantor who has retained a reversionary interest in the corpus of a trust is treated as
owner of the corpus portion of that trust (Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.673(a)-1(a), 1.677(a)-1(g)
Ex. (2).
Grantor Trust
(IRC Sec. 674: Powers over Beneficial Enjoyment)
IRC Sec. 674(a) treat any grantor as owner of any portion of any trust “in respect of
which the beneficial enjoyment of the corpus or income is subject to a power of
disposition, exercisable by a grantor or non-adverse party, or both, without the approval
or consent of any adverse party.”
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Grantor Trust
(IRC Sec. 674, 677: Power to Apply Income to Support of a Dependent)
A grantor is not subject to tax under neither IRC Sec. 677(b) nor Sec. 674(a) merely
because in the discretion of another person, the trustee or the grantor (or the grantor’s
spouse, IRC Sec. 672(e)), acting as trustee, income may be applied or distributed for the
support or maintenance of a beneficiary (other than the grantor’s spouse) whom the
grantor is legally obligated to support or maintain. Under IRC Sec. 677(a), the grantor is
treated as the owner of the income portion, to the extent of the grantor’s obligation of
support.
Grantor Trust
(Power to Distribute Corpus)
IRC Sec. 674(b)(5) provides two exceptions (to IRC Sec. 674) for powers to distribute
corpus:
1. Power to distribute corpus to or for one or more beneficiaries if the power is limited
by a reasonably definite standard in the trust instructions (IRC Sec. 673(b)(5)(A), i.e. a
“clearly measurable standard under which the holder of a power is legally accountable
(Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.674(b)-1(b)(5)(i)). Examples of reasonably definite standards are
standards relating to a beneficiary’s “education, support, maintenance or health”,
“reasonable support or comfort”, to enable a beneficiary to maintain an “accustomed
standard of living”, to allow a beneficiary to “meet an emergency”, or to pay a
beneficiary’s “medical expenses” (Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.674(b)-1(b)5(iii), Ex. (1)).
2. Power to distribute corpus to or for any “current income beneficiary”, whether
subject to a standard or not, if the distribution must be chargeable against the
proportionate share of corpus held in trust for payment of income to the beneficiary “as
if the corpus constituted a separate trust” (IRC Sec. 674(b)(5)(B).
Grantor Trust
Exception: (Independent Trustee)
Exceptions to the general rule of IRC Sec. 674(a) are contained in IRC Sec. 674(c), which
provides exceptions if the powerholder is an “independent trustee”; i.e. not the grantor,
grantor’s spouse, no more than half of whom are related or subordinate parties who are
subservient to the grantor’s wishes.
The exceptions:
1. The power of a trustee to distribute, apportion or accumulate income to
or for one or more beneficiaries (IRC Sec. 674(c)(1).
2. The power of a trustee to sprinkle corpus to or among one or more beneficiaries,
regardless of whether they are income beneficiaries (IRC Sec. 674(c)(2).
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Grantor Trust/Exception
(Powerholder is a Trustee, other than the Grantor or the Grantor’s Spouse)
IRC Sec. 674(d) protects a power to distribute, apportion or accumulate income to or for
the beneficiaries if the power is limited by a “reasonably definite external standard”
(Treas. Reg. 1.674(d)(1), 1.674(b)-1(b)(5) which “defines a reasonably definite
standard”). The “standard” must be set forth in the trust instrument.
Grantor Trust
(Power to Remove Trustee)
Under Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.674(d)-2(a), W. Clarke Swanson, Jr. 1950 Trust, 33 TCM 296,
302 (1974), aff’d 518 F.2d 59 (8th Cir. 1975), if the grantor or the grantor’s spouse has
the power to remove the trustee and make either of them the trustee, neither the
exception under IRC Sec. 674(c) or IRC Sec. 674(d) applies.
Grantor Trust
(Power to Add Beneficiaries)
A power to add beneficiaries does not qualify under IRC Sec. 674 exceptions if any
person has the power to add to the group of beneficiaries, other than providing for
after-born or after-adopted children. A power in a non-adverse party to add charitable
beneficiaries or trigger IRC Sec. 674 (See: Madorin v. Commr., 84 TC 667 (1985). Priv.
Ltr. Rul. 9838017 (6/19/98), Priv. Ltr. Rul. 9710006 (11/8/96), Priv. Ltr. 97090001
(11/8/96)).
IRC Sec. 675
Grantor Administrative Powers
IRC Sec. 675 contains provisions designed to prevent a grantor from maintaining
dominion and control over a trust through certain types of administrative powers vested
in either the grantor or others.
1. Power to Deal with Trust Property for Less Than Adequate and Full Consideration.
IRC Sec. 675(1) describes a power exercisable by the grantor or any non-adverse party
to enable the grantor or any person to “purchase, exchange or otherwise deal with or
dispose of the corpus or the income therefrom for less than an adequate consideration
in money or money’s worth.”
2. Grantor Borrowing
IRC Sec. 675(2) relates to a power enabling a grantor to borrow without adequate
interest or security. IRC Sec. 675(3) relates to actual borrowing.
Power to Borrow without Adequate Interest or Security
IRC Sec. 675(2) describes a power exercisable by the grantor or any non-adverse party
to enable the grantor to borrow either principal or income “directly or indirectly,
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without adequate interest or adequate security”. If so, grantor is treated as the owner
of some portion of the trust. If the trustee (who is not the grantor or the grantee’s
spouse) has the power to lend on such terms to anyone, the power is disregarded for
purposes of IRC Sec. 675(2). In addition, there are no other restrictions on the trustee’s
identity; even a related or subordinate party may serve as trustee.
Actual Borrowing
IRC Sec. 675(3) states that actual borrowing by the grantor causes grantor trust status, if
the grantor has “directly or indirectly borrowed the corpus or income and has not
completely repaid the loan, including any interest, before the beginning of the taxable
year.” IRC Sec. 675(3) does not apply to a loan to a grantor that provides for adequate
interest and adequate security if made by a trustee “other than the grantor and other
than a related or subordinate trustee subservient to the grantor”. If a loan to a grantor
provides for adequate interest and adequate security, and is made by a non-captive
trustee, there are no grantor trust consequences.
In Zand v. Commr., 71 TCM 1758 (1996), 143 F.3d 1393 (11th Cir. 1998), the court held
that certain loans qualified under the exception of IRC Sec. 675(3) because they
provided for adequate interest and security and a majority of the trustees who made
them were neither related nor subordinate to the grantor under IRC Sec. 672(c), despite
the fact these two trustees were also the grantor’s lawyers.
General Powers of Administration
IRC Sec. 675(4) describes three powers of administration and treats the grantor as
owner of a portion of the trust if any of these powers is exercisable in a “non-fiduciary
capacity” by any person without the approval or consent of any person in a fiduciary
capacity. Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.675-1(b)(4) limits the applicability of the provision to
powers held by a “non-adverse party”. If a power is exercisable by a trustee, it is
presumed to be exercisable in a fiduciary capacity.
The three powers:
1. The power to vote or direct the voting of stock or securities of a corporation in which
the holdings of the grantor and the trust are “significant from the viewpoint of voting
control.”
2. The power to control the investment of the trust funds either by directing
investments or by retaining proposed investments “to the extent that the trust funds
consist of stocks or securities of corporations in which the holdings of the grantor and
the trust are significant from the viewpoint of voting control”.
3. The power to reacquire trust property by substituting other property of an equivalent
value.
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Revocable Trusts
If a trust is wholly revocable by the grantors, IRC Sec. 676 treats the grantor as owner of
the entire trust because the grantor has the power to revest in himself all of the trust
property.
IRC Sec. 677
Income for Benefit of Grantor or Grantor’s Spouse
1. Income Distributable to the Grantor or Grantor’s Spouse
If a grantor retains a mandatory income interest, or creates a mandatory income
interest in the grantor’s spouse, IRC Sec. 677 treats the grantor as owner of the income
portion of the trust, under IRC Sec. 677(a)(1), the “income is distributed to the grantor
or the grantor’s spouse.” IRC Sec. 677(a) requires that the income be distributed
“without the approval or consent of any adverse party.”
2. Income Accumulated for the Grantor or Grantor’s Spouse
IRC Sec. 677(a)(2) applies if income may be accumulated without the consent of an
adverse party for future distribution to the grantor or the grantor’s spouse.
3. Income Applicable to Payment of Life Insurance Premiums
IRC Sec. 677(a)(3) applies if income is or may be applied without the consent of an
adverse party to the payment of premiums on policies of insurance on the life of the
grantor or the grantor’s spouse. The grantor is treated as the owner of some portion of
any trust required or permitted to pay premiums on policies of life insurance on the life
of either the grantor or the grantor’s spouse. The courts have limited the amount of
income on which a grantor is subject to taxation to that which the trustee actually uses
to pay premiums on specified policies (Joseph Weil, 3 TC 579 (1944)).
4. Income Applicable to Discharge of Indebtedness
IRC Sec. 677(a) treats the grantor as owner of a portion of a trust if its income can be
used to pay off debts of the grantor such as rent, household expenses or mortgage debt
(See: Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.677(b)-1(d); Jack Wiles, 59 TC 289 (1972), Jenn v. U.S. 70-1 USTC
Para. 9264 (S.D. Ind. 1970).
5. Income Applicable to Discharge of Support Obligations
IRC Sec. 677(b) is an exception to the general rule of IRC Sec. 677(a). According to IRC
Sec. 677(b), IRC Sec. 677(a) does not apply if trust income may be “applied or
distributed for the support or maintenance of a beneficiary (other than the grantor’s
spouse) whom the grantor is legally obligated to support”.
Under Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.677(b)-1(f), if income must be applied in discharge of a support
obligation of the grantor, IRC Sec. 677(b) does not apply; instead IRC Sec. 677(a) applies.
For IRC Sec. 677(b) to apply, the power to use trust income to discharge the grantor’s
support obligations must be that of “another person, the trustee, or the grantor acting
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as trustee or co-trustee”. Under Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.677(b)-1(e), if the power is that of
the grantor acting in a non-fiduciary capacity, the grantor is treated as owner of the
trust’s income, to the extent of his or her dischargeable obligations, regardless of
whether the trust discharges them.
Under IRC Sec. 677(b), for trust distributions in discharge of a grantor’s support
obligations:
1. If a distribution comes out of current income, the grantor is treated as owner of the
trust, but only to the extent of the obligation discharged (Brooke v. U.S., 300 F.Supp.
465 (D. Mont. 1969), aff’d 468 F.2d 1155 (9th Cir. 1972).
2. If the distribution comes out of either principal or accumulated income, IRC Sec.
677(b) treats the amount distributed as deductible by the trust under IRC Sec. 661(a)(2)
and taxable to the grantor under IRC Sec. 662, (Rev. Rul. 74-94, 1974-1 C.B. 26); Treas.
Reg. Sec. 1.677(b)-1(c).
IRC Sec. 678:
Non-Grantors Treated as Grantors
Under IRC Sec. 678, one other than the grantor is treated as owner of any portion of a
trust that he can by exercise of a power exercisable by himself, vest in himself a portion
of a trust.
Released or Modified Power
IRC Sec. 678(a)(2), applies if a person other than the grantor has “previously partially
released or otherwise modified” a power described in IRC Sec. 678(a)(1), and “retains
such control as would subject a grantor of a trust to treatment as the owner thereof”,
IRC Sec. 678(a)(2) treats anyone who has released or modified an IRC Sec. 678 power as
though he created a continuing trust.
Obligations of Support
IRC Sec. 678(a), if a powerholder can direct a trust to expend either its income or its
principal to discharge a legal obligation, he is treated as the powerholder, if principal or
accumulated income is used to discharge the powerholder’s support obligation, the
powerholder is treated as a beneficiary who receives a taxable distribution under IRC
Sec. 661 and 662.
IRC Sec. 679
Foreign Trusts with U.S. Beneficiaries (“Outbound Trusts”)
If a U.S. person transfers property to a foreign trust that has one or more U.S.
beneficiaries, IRC Sec. 679 treats the transferor as owner of the portion of the trust
attributable to the property transferred (IRC Sec. 679(a)(1)). There are exceptions:
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1. A transfer by reason of the death of the transferor (IRC Sec. 679 (a)(2)(A));
2. A transfer “in exchange for consideration of at least the fair market value of the
transferred property” (IRC Sec. 679(a)(2)(B).
If a foreign trust accumulates income during a year in which it has no U.S. beneficiary, if
the trust acquires a U.S. beneficiary in a later year, a U.S. transferor (who would have
been treated as owner of a portion of the trust during the prior year, but for the fact
that it had no U.S. beneficiary) is taxable in the first year IRC Sec. 679 applies, on
additional income equal to the trust’s undistributed net income for all prior taxable
years (to the extent such undistributed net income remains in the trust at the end of the
taxable year immediately prior to applicability of IRC Sec. 679) attributable to the
portion to which IRC Sec. 679 applies (IRC Sec. 679(b).
Direct/Indirect Transfers
Under the IRC Sec. 679(a)(1) a U.S. person’s transfer to a foreign trust includes both
indirect and direct transfers, either of which classifies the U.S. person as the owner of
the trust attributable to the property transferred if the foreign trust has one or more
U.S. beneficiaries.
Indirect transfers include:
1. A transfer by either a foreign or domestic entity in which a U.S. person has an interest
“may be regarded as an indirect transfer to the foreign trust by the U.S. person if the
entity merely serves as a conduit for the transfer by the U.S. person or if the U.S. person
has sufficient control over the entity to direct the transfer by the entity rather than
himself.” (S. Rep. 938, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 219 (1976)).
2. If a foreign trust borrows money or property and a U.S. person guarantees the loan,
the U.S. person is making an indirect transfer to the trust.
3. An intermediate transfer to either another person or an entity that makes the actual
transfer to the foreign trust is to be disregarded “unless it can be shown that the
ultimate transfer of property to the trust was unrelated to the intermediate transfer. In
such a case, the person making the intermediate transfer would be treated as having
made the ultimate transfer directly.” See: Haeri v. Commr., 56 TCM 1061 (1989)
(transfer by agent). Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.679-3 provides elaborate guidance with respect
to indirect transfers.
IRC Sec. 679: U.S. Persons
IRC Sec. 679 applies only to a “U.S. person” which IRC Sec. 7701 (a) (30) defines as “a
citizen or resident of the U.S.”, including a resident alien (See: Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.6791(d); Haeri v. Commr., 56 TCM 1061 (1989); Rev. Rul. 90-106, 1990-2 (B162)). A “U.S.
person” includes: a U.S. partnership or corporation, any estate other than a foreign
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estate (defined in IRC Sec. 7701(a)(31)(A). A U.S. person includes a “U.S. Trust” (i.e. a
domestic trust) which is a trust if “a court within the U.S. is able to exercise primary
supervision over the administration of the trust”, and “one or more U.S. persons have
the authority to control all substantial decisions of the trust”. (Treas. Reg. Sec.
301.7701-7(a)(1).
IRC Sec. 679 only applies to transfer to a “foreign trust” (i.e. not a domestic trust) only if
a trust has a U.S. beneficiary. (IRC Sec. 7701(a) (31)(B) defines a foreign trust as any
trust that does not gualify as a U.S. person.
U.S. Beneficiary
Under IRC Sec. 679(c), a foreign trust always has a U.S. beneficiary unless “under the
terms of the trust, no part of the income or corpus of the trust may be paid or
accumulated during the taxable year to or for the benefit of a U.S. person (IRC Sec.
679(c)(1)(A). Under Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.679-2(a)(2)(i), this determination is independent
of whether there is an actual distribution of income or corpus to a U.S. person during
the year. If the trust authorizes accumulations for possible distributions to any U.S.
person in the future, the trust has a U.S. beneficiary throughout the intervening period.
Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.679-2(a)(2)(iii), (Ex 2). Even if the only interest a U.S. person has a
right to receive is corpus upon termination, the trust has a U.S. beneficiary. Treas. Reg.
1.679-2 (a)(2)(iii), Ex (3).
In addition, a foreign trust always has a U.S. beneficiary if “no part of the income or
corpus” of the trust could be paid to or for the benefit of a U.S. person “if the trust were
terminated at any time during the taxable year”. (IRC Sec. 679(c)(1)(B).
If any person has the authority to distribute trust income or corpus to unnamed persons
generally or to any class of persons which include “U.S. persons”, the trust has U.S.
beneficiaries (Treas. Reg. 1.679-2(a)(2)(i), this determination is independent of whether
a U.S. person’s trust interest is contingent).
If any person has a power of appointment pursuant to which income or corpus may pass
to a U.S. person, the trust has U.S. beneficiaries (Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.679-2(a)(2)(iii), (Ex
11).
If any person has the power to amend the trust so as to include U.S. persons as
beneficiaries, the trust has U.S. beneficiaries (S. Rep 938, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 219
(1976)).
Under Treas. Reg. 1.679-2(a)(4), the determination of whether income or corpus may be
paid to or for the benefit of a U.S. person, the IRC consults “writings, oral agreements
between the trustee and persons transferring property to the trust, local law, and the
trust instrument”.
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IRC Sec. 679(c)(2) provides attribution rules that can cause income paid to or
accumulated for a foreign corporation, partnership, trust or estate to be treated as
though it were paid to or accumulated for the benefit of a U.S. beneficiary: these
attribution rules apply if a corporation is a controlled foreign corporation, as defined in
IRC Sec. 957(a) (See: IRC Sec. 679(c) (2)(A).
If a U.S. person is a partner of a foreign partnership (IRC Sec. 679(c) (2) (B), or if a U.S.
person is a beneficiary of a foreign estate or trust (IRC Sec. 679(c)(2)(C). See: Treas.
Reg. Sec. 1.679-2(b)(2) and (3), (Ex. 4 & 5).
A foreign trust has U.S. beneficiaries the day after the trust beneficiaries move to the
U.S. (Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.679-2(a)(3)(ii), (Ex 1). Under IRC Sec. 679(c)(3), a beneficiary who
first becomes a U.S. person more than 5 years after the date of a transfer to a foreign
trust is not a U.S. person with respect to that transfer (See: Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.6752(d)(3)(ii), (Ex 2).
The determination whether a trust has a U.S. beneficiary for purposes of IRC Sec. 679
occurs on an annual basis (Treas. Reg. 1.679-2(a)(1).
If a foreign beneficiary becomes a U.S. person, IRC Sec. 679 begins to apply with the
transferor’s first taxable year in which the foreign beneficiary is a U.S. person. The U.S.
transferor has “additional income” pursuant to IRC Sec. 679(b) in the taxable year in
which the trust acquires a U.S. beneficiary. Treas. Reg. 1.679-2(c)(1)(3), (Ex 1).
When a trust ceases to have any U.S. beneficiaries, the U.S. transferor continues to be
treated as owner until the beginning of the following taxable year (Treas. Reg. Sec.
1.679-2(c)(2)(3), (Ex 2).
Under IRC Sec. 679, with respect to a foreign trust, to which no U.S. resident has ever
transferred anything, if a non-resident alien becomes a U.S. resident within 5 years of an
actual transfer (Treas. Reg. 1.679-5), it is a U.S. grantor trust.
If a non-resident alien transfers property to a foreign trust and during the succeeding 5
years becomes a U.S. resident, IRC Sec. 679 applies as though the transferor had, on
that later date, transferred “an amount equal to the portion of such trust attributable to
the property actually transferred”. (IRC Sec. 679(a)(4)(A), which includes undistributed
net income of the trust for periods before the transferor became a U.S. resident (IRC
Sec. 679(a)(4)(B).
If a U.S. trust becomes a foreign trust, under IRC Sec. 679 the trust becomes a foreign
grantor trust (Treas. Reg. 1.679-6) and IRC Sec. 679 applies as though the grantor had on
that date transferred “an amount equal to the portion of such trust attributable to the
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property previously transferred (IRC Sec. 679(a)(5), including undistributed net income
of the trust for periods before the trust became a foreign trust.” (IRC Sec. 679(a)(5)).
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Chapter 7 - Foreign Grantor Trust
A U.S. taxpayer who establishes a foreign trust is classified as the trust owner, under IRC
Sec. 679, for those assets transferred to the trust, and must annually report foreign trust
income (IRS Forms 3520-A/Form 1040), and asset transfers to the trust (Form 3520).
U.S. beneficiaries must annually report distributions received from the foreign trust
(Form 3520).
The U.S. grantor of the foreign trust must annually file Form TDF-90.22-1(“FBAR”) to
report the trust foreign financial accounts over $10,000 (which accounts they either
own or control (i.e. signatory authority) and IRS Form 8938, to report ownership of
foreign assets over $50,000.
The U.S. grantor of the foreign trust’s failure to file FBAR, Form 8938, report annual
income on Forms 3520-A/Form/Form 1040, report trust transfers (Form 3520) and U.S.
beneficiaries’ failure to report trust distributions (Form 3520) have civil and criminal tax
issues, including:
1. Money Laundering: (Disguise of the nature or the origin of funds (18 U.S.C. Sec. 1956
and 1957);
2. FBAR Issues: (See below);
3. Unreported Income Issues: (See below);
4. FATCA Issues: (See below);
5. Perjury: (See below).
Foreign Bank and Financial Account Report (FBAR)
(TD F 90-22.1), Civil & Criminal Penalties
Each U.S. Person who has a financial interest in, or signature or other authority
over, one or more foreign financial accounts (value over $10,000, at any time
during a calendar year) is required to report the account on Schedule B/Form 1040,
and TD F 90-22.1 (Report of Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts (FBAR)), due by
June 30 of the succeeding year (I.R.M. 5.21.6.1. (2/17/09)).
Failure to file the required report or maintain adequate records (for 5 years) is a
violation of Title 31 with civil and criminal penalties (or both). For each violation a
separate penalty may be asserted.
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Civil Penalties
(I)

Non-Willful Violation

(II)

Negligent Violation

(III)

Intentional Violations

(1)

Willful - Failure to File
FBAR or retain records
of account

(2)

Knowingly and
Willfully Filing False
FBAR

(3)

Willful - Failure to File
FBAR or retain records
of account while
violating certain other
laws

Up to $10,000 for
each violation.
Up to the greater of
$100,000, or 35
percent of the
greatest amount in
the account.
Up to the greater of
$100,000, or 50
percent of the
greatest amount in
the account.
Up to the greater of
$100,000, or 50
percent of the
greatest amount in
the account.
Up to the greater of
$100,000, or 50
percent of the
greatest amount in
the account.

IRS/Offshore Accounts - Criminal Penalties
6-Year Statute of Limitations
1. Tax Evasion (Willful Evasion of Tax)
(IRC Sec. 7201) up to five years in prison
Fine: $100,000 (individual)
$500,000 (corporation)
2. Obstruct (Impede Tax Collection)
(IRC Sec. 7212) up to three years in prison
Fine: $5,000
3. Conspiracy to Impede Tax Collection
(18 USC 371) separate charge of impeding
Up to five years in prison
4. Failure to File Tax Return
(IRC Sec. 7203) up to one year in prison
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Criminal
Penalties

Legal Authority

N/A

31 U.S.C.§
5321(a)(5)(A)

N/A

31 U.S.C.
§5321(a)(5)(C)

Up to
$250,000 or
5 years or
both

31 U.S.C. §
5322(a)
and 31 C.F.R.
§103.59(b) for
criminal

$10,000 or
5 years or
both

18 U.S.C. § 1001,
31 C.F.R. §
103.59(d) for
criminal

Up to
$500,000 or
10 years or
both

31 U.S.C. §
5322(b) and 31
C.F.R. §103.59(c)
for criminal

Fine: $25,000 (individual)
$100,000 (corporation)
5. File False Tax Return
(IRC Sec. 7206(1)), up to three years in prison
Fine: $250,000
6. "FBAR Violation"
(31 USC Sec. 5322(b), 31 CFR 103.59(c))
Willful violation: up to ten years in jail and
$500,000 fine
Additional Criminal Penalties:
1. Perjury (U.S. taxpayers who fail to disclose foreign accounts under
Form 1040/Schedule B, Part III, question 7(a))
2. FATCA Filings (i.e. Failure to disclose foreign financial assets on
$50,000/IRS Form 8938)
3. Money Laundering: Disguise of the nature or the origin of funds
(18 USC Sec. 1956 and 1957)
U.S. taxpayers who establish a foreign trust (i.e. a trust which either a U.S. court does
not supervise trust administration, or a U.S. person does not control substantial trust
decisions. See: IRC Sec. 7701(a)(30)(E)(31)(B), and funds the trust (i.e. transfers
property to the trust), if the trust has a U.S. beneficiary, the trust will be treated as
foreign “grantor trust” and the U.S. taxpayer will be treated as the owner “of that
portion of the trust attributable to the property transferred” (IRC Sec. 678(b), 679).
Trust tax items of income, deduction or credit are for tax purposes treated as belonging
to the trust grantor, and these tax items are reflected on the income tax return of the
trust grantor; i.e. Form 1040 (originally declared on the Trust Tax Return, Form 3520-A:
Annual Information Return of Foreign Trust with a U.S. Owner).
Based on a U.S. person funding the foreign trust, the IRS can presume that the trust has
a U.S. beneficiary unless the U.S. person (i.e. transferor of trust assets) submits to the
IRS any information that the IRS requires regarding the transfer and demonstrates to
the IRS’s satisfaction that:
1. Under the trust terms, no part of the trust’s income or corpus may be paid or
accumulated during the tax year, to or for the benefit of a U.S. person, even if that
person’s interest is contingent on a future event; and
2. No part of the trust’s income or corpus could be paid to or for the benefit of a U.S.
person if the trust were terminated at any time during the tax year.
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Generally:
1. The U.S. taxpayer who transfers assets to the trust must ensure that the trust
satisfies tax reporting requirements, and submit any information the IRS may require
regarding the foreign trust (IRC Sec. 6048(b), 6677(a);
2. The U.S. grantor trust rules will not apply to any portion of a trust that would
otherwise be deemed to be owned by a foreign person (IRC Sec. 672(f).
Under Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.671-2(e) a trust grantor is a person (either an individual or a
non-natural person) who either creates a trust, or indirectly makes a “gratuitous
transfer” of property to a trust.
A gratuitous transfer means a transfer made, other than a transfer for fair market value.
A U.S. taxpayer who creates a foreign trust faces a myriad of U.S. tax-reporting
compliance issues.
Form 709
1. If the foreign trust is irrevocable, the U.S. taxpayer faces a U.S. gift tax on funding.
The U.S. taxpayer must file Form 709 to report the gift, subject to the 2017: $5,490,000
gift tax exclusion. If the trust is revocable, the U.S. taxpayer must report any gifts (by
filing Form 709) over $14,000 per donee;
2. File Form 3520 (“Annual Return to Report Transactions with Foreign Trusts) to report
transfers to the trust and trust ownership (IRC Sec. 671-679).
Penalties for non-compliance:
a) Thirty-five percent (35%) of the gross value of any property transferred to a foreign
trust for failure by a U.S. transferor to report the creation of or transfer to a foreign
trust, or
b) On an annual basis, 5% of the gross value of the portion of the trust’s assets treated
as owned by a U.S. person for failure by the U.S. person to report the U.S. owner
information.
3. Form 3520-A is the annual information return of a foreign trust with at least one U.S.
owner, which provides annual information about trust income/expense, its U.S.
beneficiaries and any person treated as an owner of any portion of the trust. Each U.S.
person treated as an owner of any portion of a foreign trust is responsible for ensuring
that the foreign trust files Form 3520-A and furnishes the required annual statements to
its U.S. owners and U.S. beneficiaries.
Penalties for non-compliance:
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a) The U.S. owner is subject to an initial penalty equal to the greater of $10,000 or 5% of
the gross value of the portion of the trust’s assets treated as owned by the U.S. person
at the close of that tax year.
b) Penalties are imposed if the foreign trust either fails to timely file Form 3520-A or
does not furnish all of the information required by IRC Sec. 6048(b) or includes incorrect
information.
Criminal penalties may be imposed under IRC Sections 7203, 7206 and 7207 for failure
to file on time and for filing a false or fraudulent tax return.
For both Forms 3520 and 3520-A:
1. Additional penalties will be imposed if the non-compliance continues after the IRS
mails a notice of failure to comply with the required reporting.
2. Effective for taxable years beginning after 3/18/10, the IRC Sec. 6662 negligence
penalty is increased from 20% to 40% if the deficiency is attributable to an unreported
financial asset (See Sec. 512 of the 2010 HIRE Act).
U.S. Tax Reporting Foreign Financial Assets and Foreign Accounts (“FBAR”)
USC Sec. 5314 of Title 31 (the Bank Secrecy Act) requires a U.S. person to file Form TDF
90-22.1- Report of Foreign Bank Account (“FBAR”) to report all foreign bank and
financial accounts in which they have a financial interest, or signatory authority, if the
aggregate value of the accounts exceeded $10,000 at any time during the year (31 USC
Sec. 5314). A financial account includes a bank or financial account, a securities
account, mutual fund or pooled investment fund.
A U.S. person has an indirect financial interest in an account owned by the trust and is
required to file an FBAR report for foreign accounts held by the trust if they are the trust
grantor (IRC Sec. 671-679) or they have a present beneficial interest in more than 50%
of the trust assets or receive more than 50% of the trust income.
The U.S. Treasury Dept., division “Financial Crimes Enforcement Network” (“FINCEN”)
issued regulations providing that trust beneficiaries (other than those treated as owners
under the grantor trust rules) do not have to file an FBAR report for financial assets held
by trusts of which they are the trust beneficiary if the trust, trustee of the trust or trust
agent is a U.S. person and files an FBAR report disclosing the trust’s foreign financial
accounts (31 CFR part 103, Sec. 103.24(g)(5), Federal Register Vol. 76, No. 37 at 10234
(Feb. 16, 2011). FINCEN delegates the authority to enforce the FBAR reporting
requirement of the Bank Secrecy Act to the IRS (by a memorandum of agreement).
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A trust discretionary or remainder beneficiary are not required to file FBARs (Fed.
Register Vol. 76, No. 37 at 10234 (Feb. 16, 2011).
FATCA - IRC Reporting Requirements for Foreign Financial Assets
Section 511 of the 2010 HIRE Act added new Sec. 6038D to the Code, effective for
taxable years beginning after 12/31/10.
Section 6038 D(a) requires any individual who holds any interest in a specified foreign
financial asset during any taxable year to attach to his or her income tax return for that
year the information described in Section 6038 D(c); i.e. Form 8938, if the aggregate
value of all such assets exceeds $50,000.
Specified foreign financial assets include: financial accounts, stock or security issued by
a non-U.S. person, financial instruments or contracts held for investment that has an
issuer or counter-party other than a U.S. person, and any interest in a foreign entity
(which includes foreign trusts).
A person who is treated as the owner of a trust under the grantor trust rules is treated
as having an interest in any foreign financial assets held by the trust (Treas. Reg. Sec.
1.6038(D)-2T(b)(3).
The value of a beneficiary’s interest in a trust equals the sum of the amounts actually
received in the taxable year plus the present value of a mandatory right to receive a
distribution (Treas. Reg. 1.6038D-5J(f)(3). This valuation rule applies even if the trust is
deemed to be owned by another person under the grantor trust rules. A foreign
financial asset is subject to reporting even if the asset does not have a positive value
(Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.6038D-2T(a)(5).
An FBAR and Form 8938 both have to be filed in full, and filed with different agencies.
The penalty for failing to file Form 8939 is $10,000 with additional penalties after notice
is given to the taxpayer of $10,000 per 30 day period, after expiration of the 90 day
notice period (after notice given to the taxpayer, the penalty cannot exceed $50,000).
The FATCA Form 8938 filing applies only to interests held directly by U.S. individuals (or
indirectly through disregarded entities), but does not apply to U.S. entities.
For tax years beginning 1/1/11, the negligence penalty, if imposed by IRC Sec. 6662, is
increased from 20% to 40% if the deficiency is attributable to an unreported foreign
financial asset. (Sec. 512 of the 2010 HIRE Act.)
The statute of limitations will not commence to run until the return required (Form
8938) is filed, and is extended from three to six years if the taxpayer omitted more than
$5,000 from gross income and the omission is attributable to assets with respect to
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which a return was required by IRC Sec. 6038 D (IRC Sec. 650(c)(8)), as amended by Sec.
513 of the 2010 HIRE Act).
U.S. Taxpayer Foreign Trusts: U.S. Beneficiaries
Offshore Tax Evasion: U.S. Taxpayer/Foreign Grantor Trust:
U.S. Beneficiaries (U.S. Tax Compliance)
A U.S person who receives directly, or indirectly, a distribution from a foreign trust must
report the gross amount of distributions received from a foreign trust on Form 3520 the
information to the IRS regarding the trust name, date of distribution, description of property
received, fair market value of property received, fair market value/description of property
transferred, if any. (See Form 3520, Part III, line 24).
Under IRC Sec. 6677 (as amended by Sec. 535 of the 2010 HIRE Act) a penalty generally
applies if Form 3520 is not timely filed or if the information is incomplete or incorrect.
Generally, the initial penalty is equal to the greater of $10,000 or 35% of the gross value of
the distributions received from a foreign trust for failure by a U.S. person to report receipt of
the distribution (on Form 3520).
Additional penalties can be imposed by the IRS for continuing non-compliance. Although the
total penalties may not exceed the reportable amount, the IRS may assess the penalties
before the reportable amount is determined. When the reportable amount is determined,
the excess must be refunded. The IRS is authorized to assess and collect those penalties
without prior judicial review.
FBAR Filing (Foreign Financial Accounts)
31 U.S.C. Sec. 5314 requires a U.S. taxpayer to file Form TDF 90-22.1- Report of Foreign Bank
Account (“FBAR”) to report all foreign bank and financial accounts in which they have a
financial interest or signature authority if the aggregate value of the accounts exceeded
$10,000 at any time during the year.
A U.S. taxpayer has a financial interest in an account owned by the foreign trust, and is
required to file an FBAR report for foreign accounts held by the trust if they have a present
beneficial interest in more than 50% of the trust assets, or receives more than 50% of the
trust income. Discretionary beneficiaries and remainder beneficiaries are not required to file
FBAR. Trust beneficiaries do not have to file an FBAR report for foreign financial assets held
by the trust, if the trust, trustee or agent of the trust is a U.S. person and files an FBAR
disclosing the trust’s foreign financial accounts (Sec. 103.24(g)(5) of 31 CFR Part 103, Federal
Register Vol. 76, No. 37 at 10234 (2/16/11)).
Form 3520: Trust Distributions
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A distribution to a U.S. beneficiary is any gratuitous transfer of money or other property
from a trust, whether or not the trust is treated as owned by another person under IRC Sec.
671-679, and without regard to whether the recipient is designated as a beneficiary by the
terms of the trust. A distribution includes the receipt of trust corpus and the receipt of a gift
or bequest described under IRC Sec. 663(a).
A distribution includes constructive transfers from a trust:
1. Personal charges made on a credit card paid by a foreign trust;
2. Personal charges (eg, credit card) guaranteed or secured by the assets of a foreign trust;
3. Personal checks written on a foreign trust’s bank account, the amount will be treated as a
distribution.
In addition, a U.S. taxpayer who receives a payment from a foreign trust in exchange for
property transferred to the trust, or services rendered to the trust, and the fair market value
of the payment received exceeds the fair market value of the property transferred or
services rendered, the excess will be treated as a distribution.
Foreign Grantor Trusts
Due to changes made by the HIRE Act, effective after March 18, 2010 (for tax years
beginning 1/1/11), foreign trusts may be classified as a foreign grantor trust or a foreign nongrantor trust.
A foreign trust is any trust other than a domestic trust. A domestic trust is any trust if:
1. A court within the U.S. is able to exercise primary supervision over the administration
of the trust; and
2. One or more U.S. persons have the authority to control all substantial decisions of the
trust.
Under the grantor trust rules:
1. A grantor includes any person who creates a trust or directly or indirectly makes a
gratuitous transfer of cash or other property to a trust. A grantor includes any person
treated as the owner of any part of a foreign trust’s assets under IRC Sec. 671-679 (excluding
IRC Sec. 678).
2. If a partnership or corporation makes a gratuitous transfer to a trust, the partners or
shareholders are generally treated as the trust grantors, unless the partnership or
corporation made the transfer for a business purpose of the partnership or corporation.
3. If a trust makes a gratuitous transfer to another trust, the grantor of the transferor trust is
treated as the grantor of the transferee trust, except that if a person with a general power of
appointment over the transferor trust exercises that power in favor of another trust, such
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person is treated as the grantor of the transferee trust, even if the grantor of the transferor
trust is treated as the owner of the transferor trust.
4. An owner of a foreign trust is the person that is treated as owning any of the assets of a
foreign trust under the rules of IRC Sec. 671-679.
5. Property distributed from the trust means any property, whether tangible or intangible,
including cash.
Under the grantor trust rules, the foreign trust income reported under Form 3520-A is
reported (and taxed) under the grantor’s Form 1040 tax return (filed annually).
Under the grantor trust rules, the assets of the foreign trust are treated as owned by the
grantor and are includable in the grantor’s U.S. estate. However, any grantor distributions
under Form 3520 foreign trust rules are reportable by the recipient of the distribution
(whether or not the trust is a grantor trust or the recipient is designated as a beneficiary
under the trust terms).
Due to changes to IRC Sec. 679(c) made by the HIRE Act, effective after 3/18/10, a loan of
cash or marketable securities from a foreign trust with a U.S. grantor, directly or indirectly to
a U.S. person, or the use of any other trust property, directly or indirectly by any U.S. person
(whether or not a trust beneficiary under the trust terms), will cause a foreign trust to be
treated as a grantor trust, unless the U.S. person repays the loan at a market rate of interest,
or pays the fair market value of the use of such property within a reasonable period of time.
Additional Trust Distributions
Additional trust distributions include a guarantee. A guarantee:
1. Includes any arrangement under which a person directly or indirectly assumes on a
conditional or unconditional basis, the payment of another’s obligation;
2. Encompasses any form of credit support, and includes a commitment to make a capital
contribution to the debtor, or otherwise maintains its financial viability;
3. Includes an arrangement, reflected in a “comfort letter”, regardless of whether the
arrangement gives rise to a legally enforceable obligation. If an arrangement is contingent
upon the occurrence of an event in determining whether the arrangement is a guarantee, the
taxpayer must assume that the event has occurred.
Foreign Non-Grantor Trusts
Under IRS Notice 97-34, 1997-25 I.R.B. 22 (Sec. V(A)), if a U.S. grantor, a U.S. beneficiary or a
U.S. person related to the U.S. grantor or U.S. beneficiary, directly or indirectly receives a
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loan of cash or marketable securities from a foreign non-grantor trust, the amount of such
loan will be treated as a distribution to the U.S. grantor or U.S. beneficiary, unless the
obligation issued by the U.S. grantor, U.S. beneficiary or U.S. person related to the U.S.
grantor or U.S. beneficiary in exchange for the loan, is a qualified obligation. A loan by an
unrelated third party that is guaranteed by a foreign trust is generally treated as a loan from
the trust.
After March 18, 2010, if a U.S. grantor, a U.S. beneficiary or any U.S. person related to the
U.S. grantor or U.S. beneficiary directly or indirectly, uses any property of a foreign nongrantor trust, and the U.S. grantor, U.S. beneficiary or U.S. person (related to the U.S.
grantor or beneficiary) does not compensate the trust at fair market value for the use of the
property within a reasonable period of time, the fair market value of such use will be treated
as a distribution by the foreign non-grantor trust to the U.S. grantor or U.S. beneficiary.
A non-grantor trust is any trust to the extent that the assets of the trust are not treated as
owned by a person other than the trust. A non-grantor trust is treated as a taxable entity. A
trust may be treated as a non-grantor trust with respect to only a portion of trust assets.
U.S. Tax: Beneficiaries of Foreign Non-Grantor Trusts
U.S. taxpayers who are beneficiaries of foreign non-grantor trusts may be subject to U.S.
income taxes on distributions of cash or other property (including trust loans) received from
the trusts. The U.S. beneficiaries, U.S. income tax liability, with respect to foreign nongrantor trust distributions and loans depends on a number of factors, including:
1. Whether the distribution was made during a year in which the foreign non-grantor trust
earned income and the relationship between the size of the income and the value of the
distributions made in that year to the U.S. beneficiary and to other trust beneficiaries;
2. Whether, if the amount of the trust’s distributions exceeded the amount of its income
for the year of distribution;
3. Whether the trust had undistributed income accumulated from prior years; and
4. Whether the trust previously paid U.S. income tax or foreign income tax.
A U.S. beneficiary of a foreign non-grantor trust is required to include in their gross
income for any particular year:
1. The amount of any trust income in each year required to be distributed to them from
a “simple trust” (whether or not actually distributed) to the extent of their share of the
trust’s distributable net income for the year (IRC Sec. 652(a)). A simple trust is a nongrantor trust that is required to distribute income, is not permitted to make payments to
charity, and in that tax year makes no principal distribution.
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2. The amount of any trust income required to be distributed to them in that tax year
from a “complex” foreign non-grantor trust (whether or not actually distributed) to the
extent of the trust’s “DNI” (distributable net income) for the year (IRC Sec. 662(a)(1). A
“complex trust” is a non-grantor trust other than a simple trust.
3. The amount actually distributed to them from a foreign complex trust in the tax year,
to the extent of their share of the trust’s DNI for such tax year (IRC Sec. 662(a)(2).
Specific gifts paid to a trust beneficiary are not treated as a distribution included in
income of the beneficiary unless it is paid only from the trust income (IRC Sec. 663(a)(1).
If a U.S. beneficiary receives a distribution from a foreign grantor trust that includes U.S.
source income from which U.S. tax has been withheld, they must include in their gross
income the amount received but also the amount of the withheld tax and may then
credit the withheld tax against their personal income tax liability (Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.14413(f) and 1.1462-1(b); Rev. Rul. 56-30, 1956-1 C.B. 646; Rev. Rul. 55-414, 1955-1 C.B. 385).
A U.S. taxpayer who pays income tax to a foreign country may credit the amount of such
taxes against their U.S. income tax liability or may claim such taxes as an itemized
deduction (IRC Sec. 901(a) and 164(a)(3). An election to take the credit precludes the
deduction (IRC Sec. 275(a)(4). The total amount of the credit is limited to the proportion
of the tax against which such credit is taken against their taxable income from foreign
sources bears to their entire taxable income (IRC Sec. 904(a)).
If a foreign non-grantor trust makes distributions in excess of its DNI for a tax year, the
U.S. beneficiaries who receive such distributions and include such distributions in their
gross income may be required to calculate their U.S. income tax under the “throwback
rule” and may be subject to interest on those taxes; the tax is increased by an interest
charge determined under IRC Sec. 668 (See IRC Sec. 667(a)(3). The interest rate will be
the floating rates applied under IRC Sec. 6621 to underpayments of tax.
IRC Reporting Requirements for Foreign Financial Assets
(Form 8938 (“FATCA”))
Under FATCA, Section 511 of the 2010 HIRE Act, added new Sec. 6038D to the Code,
effective for taxable years beginning with 12/31/10. IRC Sec. 6038D(a) requires any
individual who holds any interest in a specified foreign financial asset during any taxable
year to attach to their income tax return for that year the information described in IRC Sec.
6038(1)(c), if the aggregate value of all such assets exceeds $50,000, by filing IRS Form 8938.
Under Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.6038D-5J(f)(3), the value of a beneficiary’s interest in a trust equals
the sum of the amounts actually received in the taxable year plus the present value of the
mandatory right to receive a distribution.
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Under FATCA, IRC Sec. 6501(c)(8), as amended by Section 513 of the 2010 HIRE Act, provides
that the statute of limitations will not commence to run until the tax return required by IRC
Sec. 6038D is filed. Section 513 of the HIRE Act amended IRC Sec. 6501(c) to provide that
the statute of limitations on assessment of a return is extended from three to six years if the
taxpayer omitted more than $5,000 from gross income.
Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act: (“FATCA”)
Foreign Financial Assets
U.S. Taxpayers who hold any interests in specified foreign financial assets during the tax
year must attach their tax returns for the year certain information with respect to each
asset if the aggregate value of all assets exceeds $50,000. An individual who fails to
furnish the required information is subject to a penalty of $10,000. An additional
penalty may apply if the failure continues for more than 90 days after a notification by
the IRS to a maximum of $50,000. The penalty may be avoided if the Taxpayer shows a
reasonable cause for the failure to comply.
The Joint Committee on Taxation, Technical Explanation of the Hiring Incentives to
Restore Employment Act (JCX-4-10) clarifies that although the nature of the information
required to be disclosed is similar to the information disclosed on an FBAR, it is not
identical.
For example, a beneficiary of a foreign trust who is not within the scope of the FBAR
reporting requirements because his interest in the trust is less than 50%, may still be
required to disclose the interest with his tax return if the $50,000 value threshold is
met. In addition, this provision is not intended as a substitute for compliance with the
FBAR reporting requirements which remain unchanged.
For purposes of IRC Code §6038(D) as added by the HIRE Act, a specified foreign
financial asset includes:
1. Any depository, custodial, or other financial account maintained by a foreign financial
institution, and
2. Any of the following assets that are not held in an account maintained by a financial
institution:
a) Any stock or security issued by a person other than a U.S. Person;
b) Any financial instrument or contract held for investment that has an issuer or
counterparty other than a U.S. Person; and
c) Any interest in a foreign entity (IRC §6038(D)(b) as added by the 2010 HIRE Act).
The information required to be disclosed with respect to any asset must include the
maximum value of the asset during the tax year (IRC §6038(D)(c) as added by the 2010
HIRE Act).
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For a financial account, the Taxpayer must disclose the name and address of the
financial institution in which the account is maintained and the number of the account.
In the case of any stock or security, the disclosed information must include the name
and address of the issuer and such other information as is necessary to identify the class
or issue of which the stock or security is a part.
In the case of any instrument, contract, or interest, a Taxpayer must provide any
information necessary to identify the instrument, contract, or interest along with the
names and addresses of all issuers and counterparties with respect to the instrument,
contract, or interest.
Under these rules, a U.S. Taxpayer is not required to disclose interests held in a
custodial account with a U.S. financial institution. In addition, the U.S. Taxpayer is not
required to identify separately any stock, security instrument, contract, or interest in a
disclosed foreign financial account.
An individual who fails to furnish the required information with respect to any tax year
at the prescribed time and in the prescribed manner is subject to a penalty of $10,000
(IRC §6038(D)(d) as added by the 2010 HIRE Act). If the failure to disclose the required
information continues for more than 90 days after the day on which the notice was
mailed (from the Secretary of Treasury), the individual is subject to an additional penalty
of $10,000 for each 30-day period (or a fraction thereof) with the maximum penalty not
to exceed $50,000.
In addition to the $10,000 penalty (up to $50,000) under IRC §6038(D) a 40% accuracyrelated penalty is imposed on any understatement of tax attributable to a transaction
involving an undisclosed foreign financial asset.
The statute of limitations for omission of gross income attributable to foreign financial
assets (omission of gross income in excess of $5,000 attributable to a foreign financial
asset), is extended to six years.
The IRC §6038(D) penalties are not imposed on any individual who can show that the
failure is due to reasonable cause and not willful neglect. (IRC §6038D(g), as added by
the 2010 HIRE Act.)
The information disclosure with respect to foreign financial assets supplements the
FBAR reporting regime. The HIRE Act broadens reporting requirements and extends the
rules to ownership of foreign assets such as foreign stocks, securities, interests in
foreign companies not covered by the FBAR reporting. The threshold reporting
requirement amount for FBARs ($10,000) is increased to $50,000. While the FBAR
reporting covers those having signatory or other authority, the new reporting regime
focuses on ownership.
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FATCA: Foreign Trusts Treated as Having U.S. Beneficiaries
For purposes of treating a foreign trust as a grantor trust, there is a rebuttable
presumption that the trust has a U.S. beneficiary if a U.S. Person transfers property to
the trust. An amount is treated as accumulated for a U.S. Person even if that person has
a contingent interest in the trust.
A foreign trust is treated as having a U.S. beneficiary if any person has discretion to
make trust distributions, (unless none of the recipients are U.S. Persons). An amount
will be treated as accumulated for the benefit of a U.S. Person even if that person’s
interest in the trust is contingent on a future event (IRC §679(c)(1) as amended by the
2010 HIRE Act).
If any person has the discretion (by authority given in the trust agreement, by a power
of appointment or otherwise, of making a distribution from the trust to or for the
benefit of any person), the trust will be treated as having a beneficiary who is a U.S.
Person, unless the trust terms specifically identify the class of person to whom such
distribution may be made and none of those persons are U.S. Persons during the tax
year (IRC §679(c)(4) as added by the 2010 HIRE Act).
If any U.S. Person who directly or indirectly transfers property to the trust is directly or
indirectly involved in any agreement or understanding that may result in trust income or
corpus being paid or accumulated to or for the benefit of a U.S. Person, that agreement
or understanding will be treated as a term of the trust (IRC §679(c)(5) as added by the
2010 HIRE Act). The agreement or understanding may be written, oral or otherwise.
The provision creating a rebuttable presumption allowing the IRS to treat a foreign trust
as having a U.S. beneficiary if a U.S. person directly or indirectly transfers property to
the trust applies to transfers of property after March 18, 2010. (Act Section 532(b) 2010
HIRE Act.)
FATCA: Uncompensated Use of Foreign Trust Property
The uncompensated use of foreign trust property by a U.S. Grantor, a U.S. Beneficiary,
or a U.S. Person related to either of them is treated as a distribution by the trust for
non-grantor trust income tax purposes (which also includes the loan of cash or
marketable securities by a foreign trust or the use of any other property of the trust).
The distribution treatment of foreign trust transaction has been expanded to include the
uncompensated use of property by certain U.S. Persons. The treatment of foreign trusts
as having U.S. beneficiaries for grantor trust purposes has been expanded to include
loans of cash or marketable securities or the use of any other trust property to or by a
U.S. Person.
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If a foreign trust permits the use of any trust property by a U.S. Grantor, a U.S.
Beneficiary, or any U.S. Person related to either of them, the fair market value of the
use of such property is treated as a distribution by the trust to the Grantor or
Beneficiary (IRC §643(i)(1), as amended by the 2010 HIRE Act).
This treatment does not apply to the extent that the trust is paid the fair market value
of such use within a reasonable time (IRC §643(i)(2)(E), as added the 2010 HIRE Act). If
distribution treatment does apply to the use of trust property, the subsequent return of
such property is disregarded for federal tax purposes (IRC §643(i)(3), as amended by the
2010 HIRE Act).
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Chapter 8 – Life Insurance
U.S. Tax Reporting Obligations of Foreign Trusts and Life Insurance Trusts
Foreign Trusts. Each U.S. person that makes a transfer to a foreign trust is required to
file Form 3520 (Annual Return to Report Transactions With Foreign Trusts and Receipt
of Certain Foreign Gifts) with their U.S. income tax return for each year a transfer is
made to a foreign trust and each year thereafter in which they are considered to be the
owner of any portion of the trust under the "grantor trust" rules discussed below. The
penalty for failure to file this form is equal to 35 % of the amount transferred to the
trust.
The U. S. grantor of a foreign trust must also ensure the trust files an annual U.S. tax
return on Form 3520-A (Annual Return of Foreign Trust with U.S. Beneficiaries) for each
year in which the trust is considered to be a "grantor trust" with respect to a U.S.
person. The U.S. grantor of the trust is subject to a penalty equal to 5 % of the gross
value of that portion of the trust they are considered to own under the grantor trust
rules if the trust fails to file this annual return. The trust return must be filed with the
IRS and provided to the U.S. grantor (and any beneficiary that has received a
distribution) by March 15 of each year, unless an extension is granted.
The foreign trustee must appoint a U.S. agent for the limited purpose of accepting
service of process from the IRS if a U.S. person has made any transfers to the trust. If no
U.S. agent is appointed, then the IRS can determine the tax consequences to the U.S.
grantor under the grantor trust rules.
In addition, the U.S. grantor of a foreign trust must generally file on or before June 30
of each year a Form TD F 90-22.1 (Report of Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts) to
report any foreign bank or financial accounts held by a foreign trust that is considered
to be "grantor" to that U.S person.
U.S. beneficiaries of a foreign trust must file Form 3520 with their annual U.S. tax
return reporting any distributions received from a foreign trust, even if the trust is
considered to be "grantor" to another U.S. person. The penalty for failure of the
beneficiary to file this form is equal to 35 % of the amount of the distribution. This form
need only be filed with respect to years in which the beneficiary receives a distribution
from a foreign trust.
U.S. Trusts. In general, a U.S. trust must file an annual U.S. income tax return and is
taxable on its worldwide income similar to U.S. individuals, but receives a deduction for
current income distributed to its beneficiaries (which is then taxable to the recipient
beneficiary). However, a domestic trust that is treated in its entirety as a "grantor
trust" for U.S. income tax purposes is not required to file a U.S. income tax return
(unless it has a nonresident alien beneficiary). Instead, the grantor must report any
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income earned by the trust on their individual income tax return (Form 1040). In the
context of a life insurance trust, there generally is no income to be reported by the
grantor since the sole asset of the trust is the life insurance policy (excluding certain
petty cash to pay administrative fees).
Upon the death of the first of you to die, a portion of the trust will "perfect" for income
tax purposes and be recognized as a separate taxable entity for U.S. income tax
purposes. Nevertheless, a "perfected" domestic trust generally is not required to file an
income tax return unless it has taxable income or receives at least $600 of gross income
during the taxable year.
Income Taxation of Life Insurance Trusts
Foreign Trusts. The general rule is the U.S settler of a foreign trust that has any U.S.
persons as beneficiaries remains subject to U.S income tax on all income earned by the
trust during their lifetime, irrespective of whether that income is (or is permitted to be)
available for distribution to them under the terms of the trust instrument (called the
"grantor trust" rule). Since the settlor is taxable only on the income deemed earned by
the "trust" entity, there are tax planning opportunities to defer the recognition of
income by investing the foreign trust's funds in non-income producing assets (such as
offshore growth funds) or assets that produce income that is otherwise exempt from
U.S. tax (such as municipal bonds and insurance products).
Estate and Gift Taxation of Life Insurance Trusts
The estate and gift tax consequences are completely independent of the income
taxation of the trust. The trust can generally be structured either so its assets will be
included in, or excluded from, your U.S. taxable estates (or the estate of another
insured). Since the estate tax is imposed at a rate of up to 40% of the fair market value
of the assets of the trust on the date of death, it is often preferred (all other things
being equal) to structure the trust so the assets are not subject to U. S. estate tax. In the
context of a trust that owns a life insurance policy, there are two critical elements to
qualify for the estate tax exclusion:
1. Transfers to the trust must be structured as "completed gifts;" and
2. The insured must not have any "incident of ownership" in the life insurance policy
within three years of their death.
What constitutes an "incident of ownership" in the policy?
An insured is considered to hold an "incident of ownership" in a life insurance policy if,
among other things, at the time of their death they (1) have the power to control
beneficial ownership of the policy, or (2) hold a reversionary interest of more than five
percent (5 %) of the value of the policy immediately before their death. The power to
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control beneficial ownership generally prohibits the insured from also being the trustee
of the trust. Further, IRC Section 2042 provides that a person is considered to retain an
"incident of ownership" in the policy if, among other things, the insured retains the
power to change the beneficiaries of the policy, to surrender or cancel the policy, to
assign or revoke the assignment of the policy, or to pledge the policy for a loan against
the cash surrender value of the policy. The trustee as the owner of the policy would
hold the exclusive right to make such decisions, although it should reasonably be
expected to give due consideration to the wishes of the settlor(s) and the beneficiaries.
The IRS has ruled that a person who is both a beneficiary of a trust and the insured of a
policy owned by that trust may be considered to hold an "incident of ownership" in the
policy if they either (1) are in a position to exercise powers over the policy for their
own personal benefit (such as being trustee of the trust), or (2) provide any of the
consideration for purchase or maintenance of the policy.
On the other hand, if a beneficiary has neither of the above relationships with the
trust, then the IRS has privately ruled that beneficiary can be the insured under a policy
owned by the trust without causing the policy proceeds to be included in the
beneficiary's taxable estate.
For purposes of the "5% reversionary interest" test that could cause the policy to be
included in the insured's taxable estate, a reversionary interest includes the possibility
the policy or its proceeds may return to the insured or their estate. This provision
affects whether an individual can be both a beneficiary of the trust and the insured,
although as discussed above there are certain limited circumstances in which the IRS
has ruled a beneficiary can be the insured provided they are neither the trustee nor
provide any consideration for purchase or maintenance of the policy. In the context of
a discretionary trust in which the possibility that any particular beneficiary will receive
any of the insurance policy proceeds is completely dependent upon exercise by the
trustee of its discretion in favor of that beneficiary, the beneficiary should not be
considered to hold a reversionary interest that constitutes more than five percent (5 %)
of the value of the policy (i. e., they hold a mere "expectancy" rather than an actual
interest in the trust). Therefore, the "5% reversionary interest" rule should not cause
the policy proceeds to be includable in the estate of an insured discretionary
beneficiary of a properly drafted trust.
What is a "completed gift"?
A "completed gift" generally means that you no longer have dominion or control over
the gifted assets and the assets are no longer subject to the claims of your creditors. In
the context of a trust created by you, the theory is that even if you could not personally
receive a distribution directly from the trust (for example, if you are not a beneficiary),
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if you could incur significant personal debts and refer your creditors to the trust for
payment then you would indirectly have retained access to the trust's assets.
Therefore, a critical element to qualify the initial transfers as "completed gifts," and
thereby remove the future appreciation of the trust's assets from your taxable estate,
is the assets of the trust must not be available to your creditors under the local laws
where the trust is located. Asset protection features of foreign and domestic trusts, the
principal offshore trust jurisdictions have passed certain "fraudulent conveyance"
statutes that limit the ability of a transferor's creditors to successfully claim against the
assets of the trust. In contrast to most trusts established in the U.S., these jurisdictions
generally permit the transferor to be a beneficiary of the trust without significantly
diminishing this creditor protection. A further advantage of these foreign trusts over
U.S. trusts is the foreign fraudulent conveyance statutes generally prohibit claims by
future creditors of the transferor, while most U.S. states typically allow such claims
against the trust. In effect, the foreign statutes generally do not permit a creditor to
void a transfer to the trust if the creditor's claim arises subsequent to the transfer. For
this reason, a transfer to a trust settled in one of these foreign jurisdictions can
generally be structured as a "completed gift" even if you are a beneficiary, which is
desirable to remove all future appreciation attributable to reinvestment of those funds
(such as in a life insurance policy) from your taxable estates.
In general, transfers constituting completed gifts are subject to U. S. gift tax on the date
of the transfer. However, each individual is entitled to a lifetime unified gift and estate
tax credit that avoids any such tax on the first $5,250,000 of gifts (i.e., $10,500,000 on
combined gifts by husband and wife).
Generation Skipping Transfer Tax ("GST")
The GST is a tax that is imposed in addition to the estate tax on gifts or bequests to
persons who are more than one generation younger than the donor. In effect,
Congress believes gifts that "skip" an intervening generation deprive the government
of the opportunity to impose an estate or gift tax on transfers by the "skipped"
generation. The GST "remedies" this situation by imposing an additional tax at the
highest estate tax rate (currently, 40%) on such gifts. In the context of a trust, the GST
is generally imposed either (1) at the time the trust no longer has any beneficiaries in
the" skipped" generation, or (2) when a distribution is made by the trust to a person
more than one generation younger than the settlor. In the context of this planning, the
"skipped" generation would generally be your children, and the GST would generally
apply, if at all, on distributions to any grandchildren or upon the death of the last to die
of your children.
Notwithstanding the above, each individual is allowed a GST exemption in 2013 $5.25
million dollars (which is adjusted upward for inflation) to pass free of the GST (i.e.,
$10.5 million for husband and wife, but adjusted upward for inflation). If you transfer
the policy to an ILIT in the future, you may elect to apply a portion of the GST
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exemption amounts to all gifts by you to the trust, which should permit all future
appreciation within the trust to thereafter be permanently exempt from the GST.
Foreign Life Insurance Policies
An estate planning vehicle is the foreign private placement variable life insurance
policy. The basic tax planning principles applicable to a foreign life insurance policy,
including:
1. Income earned by the life insurance company within the policy segregated account
should be taxable, if at all, to the insurance company and not the owner of the policy;
2. The death benefit proceeds of a life insurance policy are generally not subject to
income tax; and
3. The death benefit proceeds are exempt from U. S. tax provided the insured holds no
“incident ownership” in the policy at the time of their death (nor at anytime within
three years of their death).
IRC Section 7702 requires that the policy meet a "guideline premium" test at inception
regarding the ratio of the aggregate scheduled policy premiums relative to the stated
death benefit, as well as a "cash value corridor" test that measures the ratio of the cash
value of the policy relative to the death benefit on a quarterly basis throughout the term
of the policy. These tests affect the minimum amount of "true" insurance (as opposed to
investment vehicle) represented by the policy. As with typical universal and whole life
policies issued by U.S. insurance companies, a portion of the accumulated cash value is
applied periodically to purchase term insurance on the life of the insured. However, the
policy structure should cause the cost of this term insurance to decrease or be
completely eliminated over time depending on the investment performance of the
policy segregated account.
Diversification Requirements
The policy must be structured to comply with the "guideline premium" and "cash
corridor" requirements of IRC Section 7702 for the arrangement to be characterized as
tax-free "life insurance" for U.S. tax purposes. In addition, IRC Section 817(h) requires
the segregated asset account of variable life policies to meet certain minimum
"diversification" requirements in order to qualify as a "life insurance contract" for U.S.
income tax purposes. The general diversification requirements are that no more than 55
% of the aggregate value of the policy segregated asset account can be invested in any
single asset, nor more than 70% of the total value of the segregated account in any two
investments, nor more than 80% in any three investments, nor more than 90% in any
four investments. This "diversification" requirement is tested at the end of each
calendar quarter over the life of the policy, but does not apply during the first year the
policy is in effect. Furthermore, a segregated asset account that satisfies these
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diversification requirements at the end of any calendar quarter is not considered nondiversified in a subsequent quarter because of a discrepancy between the value of its
assets and the diversification requirements unless the discrepancy exists immediately
after the acquisition of a new asset and the discrepancy is wholly or partly the result of
that acquisition. In effect, once a portfolio is adequately diversified then it generally
continues to meet these requirements regardless of market fluctuations in value unless
new assets are acquired that cause the account to become non-diversified.
In addition to the general "diversification" requirements described above, IRC Section
817 (h)(2) provides a "safe harbor" in that a segregated account will be considered
"diversified" without further showing if it satisfies the diversification requirements
applicable to regulated investment companies under IR Section 851 (b). An investment
company is considered to be "diversified" if:
a) at least 50% of the account is represented by cash and cash items, government
securities, securities of other regulated investment companies, and other securities,
with the further limitation on the "other securities" that no more than 5 % of the
account be invested in anyone issuer and no such investment can represent more than
10% of the voting securities of anyone issuer; and
b) not more than 25 % of the account is invested in anyone issuer (other than
government securities or other regulated investment companies), or in two or more
issuers which the taxpayer controls that are in the same, similar or related trade or
business.
For these purposes, "control" means the ownership of 20% or more of the total
combined voting power of all voting stock. IRC Section 817(h)(2)(B) imposes the
additional requirement under this safe harbor that no more than 55 % of the value of
the segregated account can be attributable to cash, cash items (including receivables),
government securities, and securities of other regulated investment companies (i.e., the
items referenced in (A) above excluding the "other securities"). In effect, the "safe
harbor" expressly permits up to 50 % of the segregated account to be invested in
companies controlled by the account as long as no single controlled company (or group
of related companies) represents more than 25 % of the total segregated account.
The insurance company requires appointment of an independent investment advisor of
the policy owner's choice to manage the segregated account. The more conservative
IRS view is the diversification test applies separately to each point at which the policy
owner has the power to control investments. If more than one investment advisor has
been appointed by the policy owner, then the portfolio managed by each investment
advisor the IRS litigated against this "constructive receipt" theory in the two principal
cases.
Cohen v. Commissioner, 39 T.C. 1055 (1963), acq., 1964-1 C.B. (Pt. 1) 4; Nesbitt v.
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Commissioner, 43 T.C. 629 (1965). In these two cases, the taxpayers unsuccessfully
argued the "constructive receipt" doctrine should have caused them to be taxable on
earnings accumulated within the policies in prior years closed by the statute of
limitations, which would have effectively barred the IRS from imposing a tax on that
income in the later years when those earnings were paid to the taxpayers upon
surrender of the policies and that were still open for assessment.
Florence H. Griffith v. Commissioner, 35 T.C. 882 (1961).
In both of these cases the courts considered the constructive receipt arguments and
squarely rejected the position that the doctrine of constructive receipt caused the
policy owners to be taxable on the inside build-Up in the insurance policies at issue. In
Cohen, the court succinctly stated "there is no constructive receipt of income where
one must surrender a valuable right in order to realize it." In essence, these two courts
(consistent with an earlier 1961 case) concluded that in the context of a life insurance
policy the policy owner must surrender the valuable insurance protection and death
benefit rights to fully realize the policy's cash surrender value and that upon surrender
the amount received by the policy owner would be less than that accumulating in the
policies to be ultimately paid out as part of the death benefit. Furthermore, the Cohen
opinion recognized the special status of life insurance contracts in that by enacting IRC
Section 72(e) Congress expressly permits the cash surrender value to accumulate
untaxed unless and until the policy owner accesses those earnings through surrender
of the policy, except with respect to "modified endowment contracts" pursuant to
legislation subsequently enacted in 1988.
In the Griffith case footnoted above, the husband was required under a divorce decree
to pay the premiums on a life insurance policy on his life for a period of twenty years.
The wife was the designated beneficiary under the policy and held the further right to
surrender the policy for its cash value at any time during the twenty year period. In
dismissing the IRS' argument the wife had constructively received the annual increase in
cash value, the court stated:
…the crucial test is whether the money or property is unconditionally subject to
the taxpayer's demand. Inasmuch as petitioner could have demanded the cash
surrender value only if she gave up all interest in the insurance and released her
husband from the obligation to furnish it, the annual increment cannot be
deemed to have been constructively received by her during the years in
question since such demand and receipt would be subject to significant
conditions.
At 892. The Griffith court continued:
We have frequently had the occasion to reiterate the rule that the doctrine of
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constructive receipt will be sparingly applied. See Pedro Sanchez, 6 T.C. 1141,
1148 (1946), affd. 162 F.2d 58 (C.A. 2, 1947); Hal E. Roach, 20 B. T. A. 919, 925
(1930). In the latter case we said the doctrine would be invoked "only in unique
circumstances and a clear case."
The Cohen analysis continues to be respected in the life insurance industry and,
in fact, has been cited in two significant IRS General Counsel Memorandums to
support the IRS' own conclusion the "constructive receipt" theory does not
apply to life insurance and annuity products, which are generally governed by
IRC Section 72. In GCM 38934 (Dec. 8, 1982) the IRS clearly states:
…the comprehensive rules of section 72 preclude the application of the
doctrine of constructive receipt to the cash values, including the interest
increments thereon, under such policy prior to surrender. n21 Specifically, the
operation of section 72(e)(1)(B) prevents the current taxation of amounts
credited annually to the cash surrender value of an annuity contract even if the
doctrine of constructive receipt were to apply.
At 67. GCM 38934 cites Cohen as authority for this position and builds additional
support for this conclusion through its analysis of the legislative history of IRC Section
264 which disallows interest deductions on indebtedness incurred or continued to
purchase or carry various types of annuities. The legislative history states the annual
increase in the cash value of insurance policies is generally not taxable either currently
or otherwise.
The IRS has more successfully pursued the "investor control" rule in the context of
commercial annuity contracts (in contrast to life insurance policies). Although the first
published case on this issue (in 1977) was reversed on appeal based on procedural
grounds unrelated to the substantive issues, the court concluded, among other things,
the IRS had no statutory authority to impose this "investor control" requirement. This
issue was not litigated again by the IRS until 1984 when the Eighth Circuit in
Christopherson held the ability to direct premium dollars to publicly available mutual
funds caused income on an annuity contract to be taxable to the annuity holder. It
appears the IRS has not litigated this "investor control" issue at any time since the 1984
annuity case referenced above, despite the current proliferation of variable annuity and
variable life insurance products by most of the large U.S. insurance carriers which
permit the policy owner to select various specific investment strategies.
There are fundamental differences between the annuity contracts litigated in the 1984
Christopherson case compared to the life insurance policies litigated in the 1960's.
Insurance policies, to a much greater degree than annuity contracts, involve a
fundamental shifting of risks between the policy owner and the insurance company. The
primary determining factor under the IRS' position has generally been whether the
policy owner is in a substantially different position as a result of the contract than the
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policy owner would have been in a traditional brokerage account arrangement. Under
an insurance contract, the insurance company has assumed a significant obligation to
pay a substantial death benefit determined consistent with IRS tables, which causes a
substantial shifting of risks between the parties. Further, in the context of the policy
structures discussed below, the policy owner is clearly in a substantially different
position because the policy must be held to maturity to realize the full earnings within
the segregated account and there is a shifting of economic risks from the policy owner
to the insurance company. In contrast, traditional commercial annuity contracts often
lack a significant shifting of risks because the owner can generally terminate the annuity
and receive the full investment account at any time without forfeiting any valuable
insurance coverage benefit. For these and other reasons, there appear to be significant
distinctions between commercial annuities and life insurance policies in application of
the "investor control" theory even as asserted by the IRS.
In addition to the above distinctions between life insurance policies and annuity
contracts, there have been significant legislative developments since the Christopherson
annuity case. In particular, IRC Section 817(h) was enacted by Congress as part of the
Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 establishing the "diversification" requirements applicable
to variable contracts (including both annuities and life insurance policies) as discussed in
detail above. These requirements were intended to provide a more objective measure
of the investment characteristics of variable policies in contrast to the subjective factors
asserted under the IRS' concept of "investor control." In the legislative history of IRC
Section 817, Congress instructs the IRS to address by regulations the degree to which a
policy owner should be permitted to control investments within a variable contract
segregated asset account. However, the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 simultaneously
enacted the "safe harbor" of IRC Section 817(h)(2) under the diversification rules
discussed above that expressly permits the investment of up to 50% of the assets of a
segregated account in companies controlled by the taxpayer as long as no single
investment in controlled companies exceeds 25 % of the total value of the segregated
account. Therefore, a certain degree of investor control appears to be expressly
contemplated by the statute.
Further, in the explanation to the temporary IRC Section 817 diversification regulations,
the Treasury Department noted the temporary regulations "do not provide guidance
concerning the circumstances in which investor control of the investments of a
segregated asset account may cause the investor, rather than the insurance company,
to be treated as the owner of the assets in the account." The explanation continues
"the temporary regulations provide that in appropriate cases a segregated asset
account may include multiple sub-accounts, but do not specify the extent to which
policyholders may direct their investments to particular sub-accounts without being
treated as the owners of the underlying assets.
To reduce exposure to the "investor control" issue, the insurance company requires
the appointment of an independent investment advisor who will control and direct all
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investments made within the segregated account. This investment advisor may be a
U.S. or non-U.S. person.
Modified Endowment Contracts
As an initial threshold, the policy must qualify as a "life insurance policy" under U. S. tax
principles as a condition to exempt the income earned within the policy and the death
benefit from U.S. tax. Essentially, these requirements primarily consist of the guideline
premium and cash corridor tests as well as the diversification test and investor control
rules, each of which is discussed above. Once so qualified, certain types of life insurance
policies may be characterized as "modified endowment contracts" (called a "MEC")
depending upon the timing and amount of premiums paid in relation to the death
benefit provided under the policy. Essentially, the MEC rules discourage "front-loading"
the premiums in the early years of the policy because Congress considers such policies
to have too many "investment" type characteristics in proportion to life insurance
protection features.
It is generally desirable to avoid MEC status because of the following principal adverse
consequences:
1. All distributions, including payments upon lapse or surrender, of a MEC policy are
generally taxable as ordinary income up to the amount by which the cash surrender
value of the policy exceeds the cumulative amount of premiums paid into the policy.
2. Loans taken from or secured by the policy are generally taxable in the same manner
as distributions from the policy.
A 10% additional income tax is generally imposed on the above distributions or loans,
except if made after the insured attains age 59 1/2, or attributable to the taxpayer
becoming disabled, or part of a series of substantially equal periodic payments for the
life (or life expectancy) of the taxpayer or the joint lives (or life expectancies) of the
taxpayer and the policy beneficiary.
In contrast, if the policy is not characterized as a MEC, then loans can generally be
made from the policy on a tax-free basis, even if the loans are in excess of the
cumulative premiums paid into the policy. In effect, loans from the policy are the
mechanism by which the policy owner (here, the trust) is permitted during the
insured's lifetime to access the appreciation within the segregated account in excess of
the initial premium investment.
Additionally, at least a portion of terminating distributions from a non-MEC policy are
generally considered to be a recovery of the investment in the contract (i. e., the
cumulative amount of premiums paid), rather than the "income first" rules applicable
to MECs. Since one strategy is to structure the policy to remain in effect for as long as
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possible to maximize the available period of deferral, the ability to borrow against the
policy (if desired) on a tax-free basis may be critical to obtaining the full benefits of this
planning.
Determination of whether a life insurance policy is a MEC is based on a complicated
"seven-pay" test that applies a complex actuarial calculation to the policy. In general, a
policy is considered to fail the seven-pay test (and, therefore, be characterized as a
MEC) if the cumulative premiums paid at any time during the first seven years of the
contract exceed the sum of the maximum net level premiums that could have been
paid on or before such time if the contract provided for paid-up future benefits after
the payment of seven level annual premiums. In effect, the seven-pay test requires the
premiums to be paid into the policy over a period of several years (rather than in a
single up-front payment) as a condition to avoid MEC status and its adverse
consequences.
Although the seven-pay test purports to be based on theoretical level payments over
seven years, the test can typically be satisfied if payments are made over a period of
only five years. This anomaly has its basis in the complex actuarial calculations required
in application of this test. For this reason, it is typically advantageous to structure the
premium payments to be made over a five-year period rather than in a single up-front
payment. However, the "frozen cash value" policy structure has been specifically
designed to allow increased up-front payments while minimizing the adverse
consequences of the MEC rules.
Alternative Cash Value Policy Structures
The "cash surrender value" of a policy is essentially the amount the policy owner will
receive upon an early termination of the policy and, within certain limitations,
generally represents the maximum amount that can be readily borrowed from the life
insurance company against the policy. The definition of "cash surrender value" under
certain policy structures may be indirectly limited by the underwriting restrictions
which, in turn, are based on the "net amount at risk" with respect to the policy. The
"net amount at risk" represents the amount the insurance company must pay out-ofpocket upon the death of the insured.
Example: Assume the policy has a death benefit of $5 million at a time when
the total value of the segregated account is only $1 million. If the insured were
to die at that time, the insurance company would have an obligation to pay the
policy beneficiary (here, the trust) a $5 million death benefit. This payment
would effectively consist of a distribution of the $1 million in the segregated
account plus $4 million of the insurance company's own cash, which would
constitute a $4 million "net amount at risk."
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When the policy is initially issued, the insurance company's underwriters evaluate the
mortality risk with respect to the insured individual in light of its potential economic
exposure as measured by the "net amount at risk." If some event (typically, the "cash
corridor" test requirements) causes this economic exposure to increase beyond 200%
of the original net amount at risk, the insurance company will at its option either reevaluate the underwriting criteria to increase the death benefit or force a partial
termination of the policy to bring the net amount at risk within acceptable parameters
(i. e., within 200 % of the initial net amount at risk). A forced partial termination would
be a taxable event, therefore, is absolutely to be avoided if possible.
In parallel to the "net amount at risk" concerns of the insurance company, the "cash
corridor" test discussed above requires the death benefit to be at least a certain
minimum multiple of the cash surrender value at the end of each calendar quarter over
the life of the policy. The cash corridor test percentage gradually decreases as the
insured ages. If the value of the segregated account is expected to gradually increase
based on traditional portfolio investment strategies, the cash value of the policy can in
certain circumstances be defined to equal the net value of the segregated account
because the gradually increasing cash value is not likely to cause the "net amount at
risk" to exceed (after application of the cash corridor test) an amount the insurance
company is willing to accept as a "net amount at risk" (e.g., 200% of the initial net
amount at risk). However, where there is the potential for "exploding" policy values that
when combined with the cash corridor test limitations could cause the insurance
company's "net amount at risk" to exceed its underwriting limitations which, in turn,
could permit the insurance company to force partial (taxable) terminations of the policy,
it is preferred to have a mechanism in place to automatically adjust the cash surrender
value of the policy to remain within acceptable risk parameters. All of the policy
structures discussed below have been designed to address this "exploding" policy value
issue since this particular planning anticipates a rapid increase in value attributable to
the leveraged private annuity transaction.
"Frozen Cash Value" Policy Structure
Under the "frozen cash value" policy structure, the cash value is defined to be the lesser
of (a) the sum of the premiums paid, or (b) the actual value of the policy segregated
account (i.e., cash value is frozen to never exceed actual premiums paid). Therefore, if
the trust terminates a "frozen cash value" policy prior to the insured death, then the
trust will receive at most the premiums paid and will not receive any of the earnings
within the segregated account. For this reason, the frozen cash value policy structure is
appropriate only if you intend to keep the policy in effect for the remainder of the
insured's life, which is generally the preferred strategy for all of these structures. Under
each of the policy structures it is typically much more advantageous for the trust to
borrow tax-free against the policy (if available) rather than to terminate the policy if
lifetime access to such funds is desired.
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The U. S. tax consequences of a life insurance contract are primarily measured by the
increase in the cash value of the policy over the amount of aggregate premiums paid
into the policy. By freezing the lifetime cash value of the policy, potentially limit the
adverse consequences in the event the policy is successfully challenged by the IRS. IRC
Section 7702(g) provides that if a contract is a "life insurance contract" under the laws
of the country where the policy is issued but does not meet the IRC Section 7702(a)
requirements for a tax-free "life insurance contract", then the policy owner is taxable
each year on the "income on the contract," which is defined in this context to include
the sum of: (i) the increase of the net surrender value of the contract during the taxable
year, and (ii) the cost of life insurance protection provided under the contract during the
taxable year, over the premiums paid during the contract year. The practical effect of
these provisions is the U. S. tax exposure if the IRS were successful in making such a
challenge to this type of structure should be limited to the mortality charge in the
contract because there is no increase in the net surrender value under the "frozen cash
value" policy structure. This policy structure can be particularly attractive if the policy is
to be funded with very large sums (such as $100 million premiums).
A "frozen cash value" policy can, in contrast to most other policy structures, be funded
in full immediately rather than by a five year pay-in without significant concern for the
MEC rules because the MEC definition of "income on the contract" does not include
the mortality charge (in contrast to the IRC Section 7702(g) rules described above). As
previously discussed, the MEC rules generally tax loans against the policy only to the
extent the cash surrender value exceeds the premiums paid into the policy. Since the
cash surrender value will never exceed the premiums paid into a "frozen cash value"
policy, the policy owner should be permitted to borrow the entire cash surrender value
(which should, absent a net loss in the policy investment account, generally be equal to
the aggregate premiums) without triggering any U.S. tax.
The "frozen cash value" policy structure permits the mortality charge within the policy
to typically decrease over time and eventually be eliminated, depending upon the
investment returns and growth within the policy segregated account. This occurs
because there is no increase in the cash surrender value that would require a
corresponding increase in the death benefit under the cash corridor test. Therefore,
the "net amount at risk" to the insurance company should decrease over the life of the
policy as the value of the segregated account increases (unless there is a substantial
net loss within the segregated account).
"Limited Cash Value" Policy Structure
It is generally preferred to structure the premium payments under a "limited cash
value" policy as a five year pay-in to avoid MEC status because the cash surrender value
of this type of policy is expected to increase over the total premiums paid into the
policy. Under the "limited cash value" policy structure, the cash surrender value is
permitted to gradually increase over the life of the policy based on (1) the growth of
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the value of the segregated account, and (2) the increasing age of the insured. The cash
surrender value under this structure is more specifically defined as the greater of the
following two amounts:
1. The lesser of (a) the sum of actual premiums paid, or (b) the segregated account
value on the preceding policy anniversary (this would generally apply if there has been
a net loss in the segregated account); or
2. The value of the segregated account on the preceding policy anniversary divided by
the "cash corridor test percentage rate" prescribed under IRC Section 7702 for the
insured's age on that date.
Although these amounts are necessarily described in fairly technical terms, the cash
surrender value under this structure at any particular time will (assuming there has been
no net investment loss within the segregated account) be the greater of the cumulative
paid-in premiums and a certain percentage of the value of the segregated account. The
exact percentage of the segregated account will vary based on the age of the insured
and will increase over the term of the policy as the insured ages.
The amount payable to the policy owner upon cancellation of the policy prior to the
insured's death will be the cash surrender value of the policy on that date, which for a
"limited cash value" policy will always be defined as less than the accumulated value of
the underlying segregated account (although the available percentage increases over
time as the insured ages). The better strategy to access earnings within the policy
during the insured's lifetime is typically for the trust to borrow against the policy as taxfree loans rather than terminating the policy (which would be a taxable transaction).
Since the cash surrender value under the "limited cash value" policy structure is
generally defined to equal the inverse of the cash corridor test percentages multiplied
times the segregated account value, the cash corridor test should never require the "net
amount at risk" under this type of policy to exceed the original "net amount at risk"
unless there is a net loss within the segregated account. Assuming a reasonable
investment return within the segregated account, the result should be a decreasing
annual mortality charge that will be eliminated when, and if, the value of the segregated
account equals or exceeds the initial stated death benefit of the policy (i.e., the same as
described above with respect to the "frozen cash value" policy structure).
"Traditional Cash Value" Policy Structure
In most standard policies issued by U.S. insurance companies, there is a substantial
disparity during the early years of the policy between the cash surrender value and the
segregated account value. This is typically the result of substantial policy surrender
charges that are intended as incentives for the policy owner to continue the policy in
force for a certain period so the insurance company can realize a minimum profit on
the contract. The cash surrender value under those policies typically begins to approach
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the segregated account value around years seven to ten, or thereabouts.
The "traditional cash value" policy structure is modeled after U. S. policies in that a
substantial surrender penalty is applied to the cash value in the early years, which is
otherwise determined in accordance with the "limited cash value" policy structure
described above. For example, the "cash value" (which in this structure is distinguished
from "cash surrender value") is the same as under a "limited cash value" policy, which
is generally equal to the greater of the actual premiums paid or the value of the
segregated account on the preceding policy anniversary divided by the "cash corridor
test percentage rate" for the insured's age on that date. A "surrender charge" is then
applied to this "cash value" to calculate the actual "cash surrender value" of a
"traditional cash value" policy. The "surrender charge" is equal to 70% of the "cash
value" during the first three years of the policy and declines by 10% per year over the
next seven years so that at the end of year ten the "cash value" and the "cash
surrender value" of the policy are equal. After year ten of the policy there is no further
"surrender charge" so the "cash surrender value" becomes the same as under the
"limited cash value" policy structure.
As an incentive for policy owners to accept this type of policy structure and the
potential surrender charges during the first ten policy years, the insurance company will
reduce its annual administrative fee, subject to negotiation. The justification for this fee
reduction is the "traditional" structure provides fairly reasonable assurance to the
insurance company the policy owner will not terminate the policy during the first ten
years. This type of policy structure can present certain significant opportunities when
combined with a split dollar contract.
Death Benefit Proceeds
The proceeds of the policy payable upon the death of the insured under each policy
structure will always be at least the value of the policy segregated account, and is more
specifically defined to be the greater of:
1. The Initial Specified Amount as determined by application of the guideline premium
test based on the insured's age at the time the policy is initially issued;
2. The amount specified under the cash corridor test, which generally represents a
multiple of the cash surrender value based on the insured's age at the time of death; or
3. The value of the segregated account of the policy on the date of the insured's death.
As stated above, these policy structures each offer the advantage of completely
eliminating the annual reinsurance expense after the policy segregated account grows
in excess of the Initial Specified Amount determined under the guideline premium test
(i.e., the initial stated death benefit of the policy) because there will no longer be any
"net amount at risk" to the insurance company (i.e., the death benefit becomes equal
to the value of the segregated account). In practical terms this means that once (and if)
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the value of the assets within the segregated account have grown to equal or exceed
the value of the initial stated death benefit of the policy (i.e., the Initial Specified
Amount), then the annual costs of maintaining the policy in force are significantly
reduced because there will be no further "mortality" charge on the policy. However,
the insurance company guarantees no minimum return within the segregated account
and the growth and earnings of the segregated account will be based solely on the
investment performance obtained by the investment advisor for that particular policy.
Investment of Policy Segregated Asset Account
Income within the policy segregated asset account should be taxed by the U.S. in
accordance with the provisions governing income earned by foreign corporations since,
in fact, the assets are legally owned by the foreign life insurance company. In effect, no
U.S. tax should apply to:
1. Capital gains (for example, from the sale of most U.S. stocks and bonds) unless those
gains are attributable to a "U. S. real property interest" or "effectively connected with a
U.S. trade or business;"
2. Foreign source income (except for certain limited types of income considered to be
effectively connected with a U.S. trade or business); or
3. Qualified portfolio interest income.
U. S. source dividends will generally be subject to a 30 % U.S. withholding tax. However,
the 30% withholding rate is generally less than the 50% combined federal and state tax
rate applicable to dividends received directly by California resident individuals and trusts
in the top tax bracket, plus this type of income generally constitutes a relatively minor
portion of most portfolio's total earnings. The investments within the segregated asset
account must be properly monitored by the independent investment advisor to ensure
the segregated account income would otherwise be exempt from U.S. tax if earned by a
foreign corporation. Foreign investment advisors are generally more knowledgeable of
these parameters than most U. S. investment advisors. Since the investments will be
made either in the name of the insurance company or an entity owned by the insurance
company within the segregated account (such as the Foreign Corp), the segregated
account should be eligible to invest in certain foreign opportunities that generally are
not otherwise available to U. S. investors. The independent investment advisor will be
responsible for selecting the particular investments within the segregated account.
Under the "investor control" provisions discussed above, the IRS asserts there may be
certain adverse U. S. tax consequences if the policy owner exercises too much control
over investment of the policy segregated asset account. In particular, the IRS position is
the policy owner should not have the power to select specific investments for the
policy, although the policy owner is clearly permitted under the IRS theory to select
general investment guidelines and parameters. For example, the IRS position appears
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to be the policy owner can instruct the investment advisor to invest in growth funds,
income funds, and similar general guidelines. However, the IRS asserts the policy
owner can not require the investment advisor to purchase" 1000 shares of IBM."
“Cash Surrender Value”
The legislative history of Code Section 7702 provides that "cash surrender value is
defined in the Act as the cash value of any contract (i.e., any amount to which the
policyholder is entitled upon surrender, and, generally against which the policyholder
can borrow) determined without regard to any surrender charge, policy loan or
reasonable determination dividend." General Explanation of the Revenue Provisions of
the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 (H.R. 4170, 98th Congress Public Law 98-369) Joint
Committee on Taxation; December 31, 1984, P. 647. The Senate report (at p.573)
similarly explains that the cash value of a life insurance contract is interpreted as the
amount to which a policyholder is entitled upon its surrender and against which the
policyholder may borrow.
In the seminal textbook Life Insurance by Professors Black and Skipper, they explain that
"the cash surrender value" in a life insurance policy "represents the amount made
available, contractually, to a withdrawing policy owner who is terminating his or her
protection." Life Insurance, 12" Ed. (Prentice Hall, 1994), p. 177. It is the rights of the
policy owner under the contract that determine the cash surrender value.
The rights and obligations and relationship between a policy owner and an insurance
company arise solely from and are governed by the terms of the contract between the
parties. The Code does not define or regulate the rights and obligations and relationship
between a policy owner and an insurance company, but instead sets forth the tax
results that arise from different policy structures.
Under the terms of the Policy, the Cash Surrender Value is strictly limited such that it
can never to exceed the sum of the Premiums paid under the Policy, less prior Partial
Surrenders and outstanding Policy Loans.
Aside from the diversification requirements in section 817(h), the IRS has, in the past,
taken the position that if a policy owner is able to control the selection of the assets
held and maintained in the separate account, the policy owner will be treated as owning
the separate account assets for income tax purposes and thus will be currently taxable
on any gain the in the contract (i.e., growth in cash value above basis). Specifically, in
the late 1970's, the Internal Revenue Service began to question the deferral of tax on
annuities that permitted a Policyholder to control the underlying assets. This concern
led to a series of revenue rulings by the IRS that treat the Policy holder as the owner of
and, therefore, as taxable on the investments underlying the contract in certain
circumstances (the so-called "investor control" doctrine). (See, e.g., Rev. Rul. 77-85,
1977-1 C.B. 12; Rev. Rul. 80-274,1980-2 C.B. 27; Rev. Rul. 81-225,1981-2)
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It also led to the enactment of Section 817(h), discussed above. If the investor control
doctrine is applicable, the policyholder is treated as the owner of the separate account
assets underlying the variable contract. As a result, the policyholder becomes currently
taxable on any income earned on those assets as if he held them directly.
A fundamental premise of the investor control doctrine is that the policyholder
"effectively enjoys the benefit of any income produced by, and any increase in the value
of the assets in the custodial account and bears any loss in the value of such assets. (See
Rev. Rul. 77-85; see also Christoffersen v. U.S. ("The Christoffersens have access to all of
the assets in the account at any time").
Under the investor control doctrine, the policyholder is viewed as being in the same
economic position he would have been in if he had purchased the underlying separate
account assets directly. The purported variable contract is disregarded for tax purposes
since the policyholder controls how the underlying assets are invested and he is entitled
to receive at any time all of the investment gains and losses.
With respect to the Policy, the Policyholder is not entitled to the investment gains and
with respect to the Separate Account assets. Although the Policyholder can surrender
the Policy at any time, in whole or in part, he cannot receive back anything more than
his premiums paid. Thus, the Policyholder is not vested in these investment gains,
although the Policyholder would bear the burden of any investment losses (the assets
are worth less than the premiums paid at the time of surrender). The Beneficiary may be
entitled to receive the benefit of any investment gains, but his right to these amounts is
contingent on the death of the Insured and the maintenance of the Policy in force by
the Policyholder.
If the investor control doctrine were to apply and the Policy owner is a U.S. person,
would be taxable directly on the investment earnings as if the Policy owner held directly
the assets of the Separate Account. If the Policy owner is not a U.S. person, the Policy
owner would be treated as holding directly the Separate Account assets and, as a result,
could be subject to U.S. withholding taxes on the earnings thereon. The application of
U.S. withholding taxes would depend on the nature of the assets and other relevant
facts that could only be addressed in the context of a specific transaction. Upon the
death of the Insured, the Beneficiary probably would still not be taxable on the Death
Benefit.
IRC 7702(f)(2)(A) provides that a contract’s cash surrender value is its “cash value
determined without regard to any surrender charge, policy loan, or reasonable
termination dividends.” However, nothing in section 7702 or elsewhere in the Code
undertakes to define the more fundamental term, “cash value.” The legislative history
of section 7702 furnished some additional guidance on the meaning of “cash value.”
According to the congressional committee reports on the 1984 law, cash surrender
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value for section 7702 purposes is “the cash value of any contract (i.e., any amount to
which the policyholder is entitled upon surrender and against which the policyholder
can borrow) determined without regard to any surrender.
Proposed Reg. 1.7702-2 defines the cash value of a policy as being “the greater of (i) the
maximum amount payable under the contract (determined without regard to any
surrender charge or policy loan); or (ii) the maximum amount that the policy owner can
borrow under the contract.” The proposed regulation goes on to provide that cash
value of a policy does not include the amount of “any death benefit payable by reason
of the death of the insured.” However, in Notice 93-377 the IRS announced that the
effective date of the proposed regulations would be no earlier than the date of their
publication as final regulations in the Federal Register. The Notice also said that it was
anticipated that insurers generally would be allowed a period of time after the
publication of the final regulations to bring their policy forms into compliance with any
new rules. This publication has not happened, and so, as a legal construct, the proposed
regulations are technically inoperative.
The IRS addressed these issues in two private letter rulings issued in 2005 (PLR
200521009 (February 22, 2005); PLR 200528018 (April 12, 2005)). The policies involved
in the 2005 Rulings were fixed and variable, flexible premium contracts designed to
comply with the cash value accumulation test of section 7702(a) and (b) or, in some
cases, with the guideline premium limitation and cash value corridor tests of section
7702(c) and (d). In the 2005 Rulings, for the construction of the cash surrender value
definition in section 7702(f)(2)(A), the IRS looked to a number of sources, including a
leading insurance textbook that defined a contract’s cash surrender value as “the
amount made available contractually, to a withdrawing policyholder who is terminating
his or her protection” and another one that defined it as “the amount available to the
policyholder upon the surrender of the life insurance contract.” The IRS also looked to
the proposed regulations under section 7702(f)(2) (A), which (as described earlier)
brings into the cash surrender value all amounts payable on surrender unless excluded
by a specific exception.
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Chapter 9 - Life Insurance Trust
Irrevocable Life Insurance Trusts (“ILIT”)
An irrevocable trust may own life insurance, as the owner and beneficiary with the
insured being either the Settlor, the Settlor’s spouse, the Settlor’s children (or other
third party). The key tax planning issue is to exempt the life insurance proceeds from
U.S. estate tax. If the life insurance trust is properly structured (i.e. the Settlor has no
“incidents of ownership” in the life insurance policy) the life insurance proceeds are
excluded from the Settlor’s estate and are not subject to U.S. estate tax.
If the ILIT is considered a grantor trust, all items of income, deduction and credit will be
reported on the grantor’s U.S. federal income tax return, any income tax liability will be
paid from the grantor and not from the trust (and the trust will not have to file a
separate tax return). An ILIT may be classified as a grantor trust if the Settlor retains
certain powers, either:
1. The ILIT has provisions which allow income of the trust to be used to pay premiums
(for the life insurance);
2. The ILIT has provisions which allow the Settlor to substitute trust property (but not
including the life insurance policy);
3. The ILIT has provisions that allow the Settlor to borrow trust property without
collateral (but not the life insurance).
ILIT Advantages:
1. Trusts created to hold life insurance while keeping the proceeds out of the insured’s
estate;
2. Life insurance provides leverage because the premiums paid are a fraction of the
death benefit;
3. Life insurance achieves its full value only at the death of the insured (at death it
produces cash and the annual premiums are a small percent of the ultimate face
amount).
ILITs as Grantor Trusts
ILIT provision: allowing income of the trust to be used to pay premiums creates grantor
trust status.
See: IRS/Field Advice: (20062701F)
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Article II of B Trust Agreement authorizes the trustee to purchase life insurance on
taxpayer. There does not appear to be any limit on the amount the trustee may apply
to the payment of premiums. Therefore pursuant to IRC Sec. 677(a)(3), taxpayer is
treated as the owner of the trust.
A trust with a trust provision to allow trust income to pay premiums is not sufficient for
the whole trust to be treated as a grantor trust. In addition, a trust provision under IRC
Sec. 675(4)(c) which allows the Settlor to substitute trust property creates grantor trust
status. However, the grantor must not have the ability to substitute for the life
insurance policy; otherwise, the proceeds of the policy in the ILIT may be included in the
insured’s estate (if the insured was the grantor) under IRC Sec. 2042 (“incidents of
ownership”).
Irrevocable Trust (Life Insurance)
“Incidents of Ownership”
Trust provisions may result in adverse tax consequences on the death of the insured;
e.g. a power or right under the governing instrument held by the insured that is an
incident of ownership under IRC Sec. 2042.
An “incident of ownership” is a power given to the decedent/insured which requires
inclusion of insurance proceeds in the gross estate of the decedent/insured.
The issue is whether the insured would possess any incidents of ownership in the policy
if it were owned by the trust. IRC Sec. 2042(2) requires inclusion of insurance proceeds
in the gross estate of a decedent /insured if, at his or her death, the decedent/insured
held any incidents of ownership in the insurance policy, irrespective of whether the
incident of ownership was exercisable by the decedent/insured alone or in conjunction
with another (IRC Sec. 2042(2)).
Under Treas. Reg. Sec. 20.2042(1)(c)(2) and (3): the following are “incidents of
ownership”:
1. A reversionary interest in the insurance policy having a value in excess of 5% of the
policy’s value immediately before the death of the decedent/insured;
2. The power to change the beneficiary of the insurance policy;
3. The power to surrender or cancel the insurance policy;
4. The power to assign the insurance policy or make an assignment;
5. The power to pledge the insurance policy for a loan or to obtain from the insurance a
loan against the surrender value of the policy.
A decedent/insured holds an incident of ownership in an insurance policy on his or her
life if, under the terms of such policy, the decedent (either alone or in conjunction with
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another) may change (as trustee or otherwise) the beneficial ownership of the insurance
policy or its proceeds, or the time or manner of the enjoyment, irrespective of whether
the decedent/insured is a beneficiary of a trust that owns the policy (Treas. Reg. Sec.
20.2042-1(c)(4).
A decedent/insured possesses an incident of ownership in an insurance policy owned by
him as a trustee of a trust, if:
The decedent/insured is a transferor to the trust or provides the consideration to
maintain the policy or the decedent/insured’s powers could have been exercised for his
benefit (Rev. Rul. 84-179, 1984-2 CB 195).
Based on Treas. Reg. Sec. 20.2042(c)(4) and Rev. Rul. 84-179, the insured should not
serve as trustee of the trust so there will be no adverse tax consequences that would
result; i.e. estate tax, if the trustee/insured possessed at their death an incident of
ownership in the insurance policy.
Under Rev. Rul. 84-179, to avoid estate inclusion, a trustee/insured should not be a trust
beneficiary, nor should he be a transferor of property to a trust.
In the case Estate of Fruehauf, 427 F.2d 80, 25 AFTR 2d 70-1622 (CA-6, 1970), the
insured was a beneficiary and trustee of a trust that owned insurance policies on his life.
The trust provided that trust income was to be paid to the decedent and permitted the
trustee to surrender insurance policies owned by the trust for their cash value. The
court held that trustee/insured possessed an “incident of ownership” in the insurance
policies, since if the trustee/insured surrendered the insurance policies for their cash
value, he would have converted non-income producing assets to income-producing
assets, a benefit to the trustee/insured which was an incident of ownership in the
policies. (See Ltr. Rulings 9602010, 9434028, 9748020, where the income beneficiary
possesses the right to demand that the trustee convert non-income producing assets
(such as insurance policies) to income-producing assets, there would be a significant risk
of inclusion of the insurance proceeds in the taxable estate under IRC Sec. 2042).
In Ltr. Rul. 9111028, the trustee/insured’s powers with respect to insurance policies on
his life were sufficiently limited so that the trustee/insured did not possess an incident
of ownership in the policies even though he was a trust beneficiary. In this ruling:
1. Distributions to trust beneficiaries (including the decedent) were limited to health,
maintenance, support and education;
2. The trustee/insured could not participate in a distribution decision that would
discharge his legal obligation;
3. The trust prohibited the trustee/insured from exercising any power normally
conferred on the owner of an insurance policy;
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4. The trust prohibited the decedent from exercising his limited power of appointment
over any insurance policy owned by the trust.
If the trust is funded and owns an insurance policy, the beneficiary’s right to receive
trust property and the beneficiary’s powers over such property do not result in the
beneficiary possessing incidents of ownership:
1. Where a trustee must distribute trust income to the beneficiary/insured and
premiums will be paid from trust principal (Ltr. Rulings: 9602010, 9434028 and
9748020).
2. When a trustee has discretion to distribute trust income and principal to the
beneficiary insured (See: Ltr. Rul. 9111028).
3. When a trustee may distribute trust income and principal to the beneficiary/insured
pursuant to an ascertainable standard (i.e. distributions could be made to the trust
beneficiaries pursuant to the ascertainable standard of “health, maintenance, support
and education” (Ltr. Rul. 9111028).
In each of these private letter rulings the insured is not the original source of trust
assets, or assets used to fund the insurance policy.
A beneficiary’s limited power of appointment (trust assets) may be an “incident of
ownership” (IRC Sec. 2042) in an insurance policy on the life of the beneficiary, unless
such power is limited to trust assets other than the insurance policy.
If the insured is the trust grantor, the trust’s status as a grantor trust should exclude the
life insurance policy from the assets for the grantor’s retained powers that constitute an
incident of ownership under IRC Sec. 2042. The retained grantor powers, under IRC Sec.
675(4)(c) and Sec. 675(2) should not include any grantor power over any trust life
insurance policy; i.e. the powers to either acquire the life insurance, as part of the trust
corpus, by substituting other property of an equivalent value, or borrow trust property
(the life insurance) without adequate security.
If the grantor retains either of these powers, it may be considered as an “incident of
ownership” over an insurance policy and the insurance proceeds may be ultimately
included in the insured’s taxable estate.
IRC Sec. 675(4(c) provides that the grantor of a trust is treated as the owner of any
portion of such trust in respect of which a power of administration (including a power to
acquire the trust corpus by substituting other property of an equivalent value) is
exercisable in a non-fiduciary capacity by any person without the approval or consent of
any person in a fiduciary capacity.
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A grantor’s general power to substitute other assets for an insurance policy can be
considered a right to the economic benefits of the policy. If the right of substitution is
limited to the right to substitute a virtually identical policy (of equal cash value, equal
death benefit and comparable premiums), then the right is merely a right to purchase the
policy and cannot be considered an incident of ownership in the policy. See: Tordahl, 65
TC 92 (1975).
IRC Sec. 675(2) provides that the grantor of a trust is to be treated as the owner of any
portion of such trust, in respect of which he may borrow the trust property, directly or
indirectly, without adequate interest or security except when the trustee is authorized
under a general lending power to make loans to any person without regard to interest or
security. The grantor’s power to obtain a loan against the cash surrender value of the
insurance policy is an incident of ownership under Treas. Reg. Sec. 20-2042-1(c)(2).
“Crummey” Powers
If there are gifts to an ILIT to pay premiums, in order to be considered gifts of a present
interest (using annual exclusion gifts rather than lifetime gifts of a future interest) the
beneficiaries must have a withdrawal power.
In the Crummey case:
1. The beneficiary withdrawal power will make the premiums present interest gifts; and
The trust is a “Crummey” Trust;
2. (Although not required under the case), the IRS under audit evaluates if a decedent’s
life insurance was in the ILIT, any gifts were made to that trust, and the Crummey notices
to see if they were timely given and properly acknowledged;
3. A notice may be given to each beneficiary with withdrawal rights (“Crummey Rights” or
“Crummey Powers”) at the time the funds are given to the trust, advising the
beneficiaries of their right to make withdrawals. The withdrawal amount is limited to the
greater of $5,000 or 5% of the trust corpus.
“Crummey” Powers
There is a “tax disconnect between the Crummey withdrawal amount and the annual gift
tax exclusion (IRC Sec. 2503(b); $14,000 (2017). If there is a difference between the
“Crummey Amount” and the annual exclusion amount, “hanging powers” are used in the
trust to correct the disconnect by allowing the balance of the annual gift tax amount to be
apportioned later when there are either no contributions to the trust or when 5% of the
trust asset value is greater than $5,000.
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For example, the 2017 annual exclusion amount is $14,000 per donee. The annual
premium on a policy is $20,000. There are two beneficiaries. While the total “Crummey
Amount” is $10,000 ($5,000 each), the gift is $20,000 within the annual exclusion
amount. The $18,000 above the “Crummey Amount” is held for the beneficiaries by the
hanging powers.
Crummey Case
D. Clifford Crummey v. Commr., 397 F.2d 82 (9th Cir. 1968)
The taxpayer-donors established irrevocable trusts for the benefit of each of their four
children. Two of the children were minors (under the age of 21). The minor children
lived with the taxpayers, and were supported by them. Each time a gift was made to a
trust, the beneficiary was given the right to demand at any time up to December 31st of
the year in which the gift was made, the lesser of $4,000 or the amount of the gift.
Contributions were made approximately two (2) weeks before the close of the year. If
the beneficiary was a minor at the time of the gift, his or her guardian could demand the
money on the minor’s behalf. If no demand was made by the beneficiary or the guardian,
the gift irrevocably became a part of trust corpus.
According to the court: “The whole question on this appeal is whether or not a present
interest was given by the petitioners to their minor children so as to qualify as an
exclusion under IRC Sec. 2503(b).” The court held that although demand by the minors
was not likely to be made, the gifts, coupled with the demand rights constituted gifts of a
present interest.
In Crummey, no guardian or agent was ever appointed for the minor children for the
years when the gifts under scrutiny were made, and in fact there could be no demand
made by the minors. The court also noted that it was unlikely that the minor
beneficiaries knew, or would ever know, about the gifts that were made to the trusts.
Under Crummey, an irrevocable trust may be structured for a beneficiary (minor or adult)
that qualifies for the annual gift tax exclusion even if the trustee has absolute discretion
over trust distributions. The test under Crummey: “Does the donee (or the donee’s legal
guardian) have the legal right to demand payment of the gift contribution amount, and is
the trustee legally obligated to comply with that demand? If so, the donee has a gift of a
present interest for gift tax purposes.
The key issue in Crummey was the possession of the right of withdrawal, not notice. The
existence of the withdrawal right was itself sufficient to confer a present interest status
on a contribution to an irrevocable trust. The court in Crummey never required that
written notice, verbal notice or other notice be given to the beneficiaries (i.e. no
beneficiary notice is required).
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IRC Sec. 2035(d): Life insurance proceeds are includable in Decedent’s gross estate even
if Decedent had no “incidents of ownership” at death, if Decedent transfers within three
years of death an interest in the policy that would have caused the proceeds to be
includable in Decedent’s estate, had Decedent retained the interest.
IRC Section 2035(d) provides an exception for transfers for full and adequate
consideration.
QTIP Issue
If existing policies are transferred to an ILIT by a married person, the ILIT may contain a
provision creating a trust that qualifies for the marital deduction.
Since trust is irrevocable, a surviving spouse’s provision should be reviewed re: divorce
issues.
QTIP Trust, IRC Sec. 2056(b)(7):
1. Settlor controls ultimate disposition of proceeds upon spouse’s death;
2. Settlor controls amount of marital deduction used.
A policy owned by the insured, includable under IRC Sec. 2042(2), a transfer to an ILIT
for full and adequate consideration should avoid estate tax inclusion of the policy
proceeds.
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